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Abstract

The creation of high quality animations of real-world human actors has long been
a challenging problem in computer graphics. It involves the modeling of the shape
of the virtual actors, creating their motion, and the reproduction of very fine dy-
namic details. In order to render the actor under arbitrary lighting, it is required
that reflectance properties are modeled for each point on the surface. These steps,
that are usually performed manually by professional modelers, are time consum-
ing and cumbersome.

In this thesis, we show that algorithmic solutions for some of the problems that
arise in the creation of high quality animation of real-world people are possible
using multi-view video data. First, we present a novel spatio-temporal approach
to create a personalized avatar from multi-view video data of a moving person.
Thereafter, we propose two enhancements to a method that captures human shape,
motion and reflectance properties of a moving human using eight multi-view video
streams. Afterwards we extend this work, and in order to add very fine dynamic
details to the geometric models, such as wrinkles and folds in the clothing, we
make use of the multi-view video recordings and present a statistical method that
can passively capture the fine-grain details of time-varying scene geometry. Fi-
nally, in order to reconstruct structured shape and animation of the subject from
video, we present a dense 3D correspondence finding method that enables spatio-
temporally coherent reconstruction of surface animations directly from multi-view
video data.

These algorithmic solutions can be combined to constitute a complete animation
pipeline for acquisition, reconstruction and rendering of high quality virtual actors
from multi-view video data. They can also be used individually in a system that
require the solution of a specific algorithmic sub-problem. The results demon-
strate that using multi-view video data it is possible to find the model description
that enables realistic appearance of animated virtual actors under different lighting
conditions and exhibits high quality dynamic details in the geometry.
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Kurzfassung

Die Entwicklung hochqualitativer Animationen von menschlichen Schauspielern
ist seit langem ein schwieriges Problem in der Computergrafik. Es beinhaltet das
Modellieren einer dreidimensionaler Abbildung des Akteurs, seiner Bewegung
und die Wiedergabe sehr feinen dynamischen Details. Um den Schauspieler unter
einer beliebigen Beleuchtung zu rendern, müssen auch die Reflektionseigenschaf-
ten jedes einzelnen Punktes modelliert werden. Diese Schritte, die gewöhnlich
manuell von Berufsmodellierern durchgeführt werden, sind zeitaufwendig und
beschwerlich.

In dieser These schlagen wir algorithmische Lösungen f̈ur einige der Proble-
me vor, die in der Entwicklung solch hochqualitativen Animationen entstehen.
Erstens pr̈asentieren wir einen neuartigen, räumlich-zeitlichen Ansatz um einen
Avatar von Mehransicht-Videodaten einer bewegenden Person zu schaffen. Da-
nach beschreiben wir einen videobasierten Modelierungsansatz mit Hilfe einer
animierten Schablone eines menschlichen Körpers. Unter Zuhilfenahme einer
handvoll synchronisierten Videoaufnahmen berechnen wir die dreidimensionale
Abbildung, seine Bewegung und Reflektionseigenschaften der Oberfläche. Um
sehr feine dynamische Details, wie Runzeln und Falten in der Kleidung zu den
geometrischen Modellen hinzuzufügen, zeigen wir eine statistische Methode, die
feinen Details der zeitlich variierenden Szenegeometrie passiv erfassen kann. Und
schließlich zeigen wir eine Methode, die dichte 3D Korrespondenzen findet, um
die strukturierte Abbildung und die zugehörige Bewegung aus einem Video zu
extrahieren. Dies erm̈oglicht eine r̈aumlich-zeitlich zusammenhängende Rekon-
struktion von Oberfl̈achenanimationen direkt aus Mehransicht-Videodaten.

Diese algorithmischen L̈osungen k̈onnen kombiniert eingesetzt werden, um ei-
ne Animationspipeline f̈ur die Erfassung, die Rekonstruktion und das Rendering
von Animationen hoher Qualität aus Mehransicht-Videodaten zu ermöglichen. Sie
können auch einzeln in einem System verwendet werden, das nach einer Lösung
eines spezifischen algorithmischen Teilproblems verlangt. Das Ergebnis ist ei-
ne Modelbeschreibung, das realistisches Erscheinen von animierten virtuellen
Schauspielern mit dynamischen Details von hoher Qualität unter verschiedenen
Lichtverḧaltnissen erm̈oglicht.
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Summary

Creating high quality animations of virtual human actors has long been a focus
of research in computer graphics. In the past decade, a variety of methods have
been proposed that could estimate the motion of a performer and animate a model
accordingly. Nevertheless, it is still very taxing to estimate the surface mate-
rial properties so that the virtual actor can be rendered under arbitrary lighting
conditions. It is also very difficult to obtain a spatio-temporally coherent sur-
face representation of an animated model directly from multi-view video. Finally,
transferring dynamic geometry detail from a real world actor to a virtual avatar is
a very challenging problem in itself.

Previous methods for material and surface detail reconstruction were primarily
geared towards reconstruction of static scene geometry. All the methods start
with the acquisition of images of the object using still cameras. In contrast to
still cameras, resolution of video cameras is still extremely low, which hampers
the development of algorithmic solutions for dynamic scenes. Moreover, algo-
rithms for video need to consider the additional temporal domain, which makes
the development of the solutions even more challenging. With the advent of high
resolution video cameras, solving the above mentioned problems in the video do-
main has not only become feasible, but it also has opened the possibility to solve
the reconstruction problems in a spatio-temporally coherent way.

In this thesis, we demonstrate that using multi-view video data we can extract all
necessary information that is required for the reconstruction of high quality 3D
human animation from video.

We start with a novel spatio-temporal approach to create a personalized avatar
from multi-view video data of a moving person. The avatar’s geometry is gen-
erated by shape adapting a template human body model. Its surface texture is
assembled from multi-view video frames showing arbitrary different body poses.
The generated static texture can be used to render the complete human animation
with just a single texture. This model description, an animated template geometry
and a surface texture, is ideal to use in multi-user virtual environments where real-
world people interact via digital avatars. The resulting avatars of humans exhibit
true shape and photo-realistic appearance.

Free-viewpoint or 3D video allows the photo-realistic rendering of the virtual
human from novel viewpoints. Recently the concept is extended to relightable
free-viewpoint video that can also be rendered under arbitrary lighting. The re-
lightable free-viewpoint videos are reconstructed using synchronized multi-view
video streams that are recorded under calibrated lighting conditions. We make use
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of the earlier work in this area, and using the same multi-viewvideo data, present
two methods that result in higher quality of relightable free-viewpoint video. First,
we propose a solution for improving spatio-temporal texture registration, which
is necessary for the accurate measurement of the surface reflectance properties.
Additionally, a method to reduce the bias in the estimated surface reflectance is
proposed to get as good as possible realistic renditions under arbitrary lighting
conditions. The resulting model description enables us to faithfully reproduce the
appearance of animated virtual actors under different simulated lighting condi-
tions.

Models used in the reconstructed human animations, either animated templates or
reconstructed directly from the video, do not depict high quality dynamic details
that are visible in the clothing of the actor. Adding these dynamic details manually
is a very complex process. Full body laser scanners can capture very fine quality
details of the model, but unfortunately they are also static and look baked on
the surface when those models are used for animation. We propose a statistical
method that can capture highly-detailed dynamic surface geometry of humans
from multi-view video streams under calibrated lighting even in the presence of
measurement uncertainties. The output is a complete moving model of the human
actor that features subtle dynamic geometry detail, such as wrinkles and folds in
clothing.

Using an animated template model has its own benefits and drawbacks. It guar-
antees spatio-temporal coherence, but as the model has to be deformed for each
frame to match the shape and size of the actor in the input video frame, the ac-
curacy of the model with respect to the original actor is compromised. A better
option would be to reconstruct the model directly from the video data, thus op-
timizing the consistency between the model and the actor. It is possible to re-
construct a mesh from each frame of the video. The obvious problem with this
solution is that the reconstruction from each frame results in meshes with differ-
ent connectivity. Ideally, one would like to create a spatio-temporally coherent
animation from the individual reconstructions. To bridge this gap, we present a
spatio-temporal dense 3D correspondence finding method from multi-view video
data that enables the reconstruction of spatio-temporally coherent dynamic 3D
geometry from a sequence of unrelated meshes.

Each of the algorithmic solutions can be used independently, as per the require-
ment of some specific system. Moreover, they can also be used together and com-
bined in a single system resulting in an animation pipeline that can reconstruct
and render very high quality animation of virtual actors from multi-view video
data.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Erzeugung hochqualitativer Animationen von virtuellen menschlichen Dar-
stellern ist seit langem ein Schwerpunkt in der Forschung im Bereich Compu-
tergrafik. Im vergangenen Jahrzehnt wurde eine Vielzahl von Methoden vorge-
stellt, welche die Bewegung eines Akteurs abschätzen und ein Modell entspre-
chend animieren k̈onnen. Gleichwohl ist es immer noch anspruchsvoll die Materi-
aleigenschaften der Oberfläche einzuscḧatzen, sodass ein virtueller Charakter un-
ter beliebigen Beleuchtungverhältnissen dargestellt werden kann. Es ist ebenfalls
sehr schwierig von einem Multi-View-Video eine räumlich und zeitlich zusam-
menḧangende Darstellung eines animierten Modells zu erhalten. Schließlich, stellt
dieÜbertragung der Details dynamischer Geometrie von einem echten Schauspie-
ler auf einen virtuellen Avatar selbst eine große Herausforderung dar.

Bisherige Vorgehensweisen im Bereich der Rekonstruktion von Material und
Oberfl̈achendetails zielten hauptsächlich auf statische Geometrie ab. Normaler-
weise, beginnen alle Methoden mit dem Erfassen eines Bildes des Objekts, mit-
hilfe einer Fotokamera. Im Gegensatz zu Fotokameras ist die Auflösung von
Videokameras immer noch extrem niedrig, was die Entwicklung algorithmi-
scher L̈osungen f̈ur dynamische Szenen erschwert. Darüberhinaus m̈ussen Vi-
deoalgorithmen die zusätzlichen zeitlichen Komponente berücksichtigen, was
das Erarbeiten von L̈osungen noch komplizierter macht. Das Aufkommen hoch-
auflösender Videokameras hat nicht nur eine Lösung der oben genanten Probleme
für Videos erm̈oglicht sondern hat auch das Lösen der Rekonstruktionsprobleme
auf r̈aumlich und zeitlich zusammenhängende Art m̈oglich gemacht.

In dieser Arbeit werden algorithmische Lösungen f̈ur vier spezielle Probleme
präsentiert:

Wir beginnen mit einem neuartigen räumlich-zeitlichen Ansatz um einen indivi-
duellen Avatar auf der Basis von Multiview Videodaten einer sich bewegenden
Person zu erzeugen. Die Gestalt des Avatars wird durch die Anpassung der Form
einer Vorlage f̈ur menschliche K̈orper erhalten. Seine Oberflächentextur wird zu-
sammengesetzt aus mehreren Multi-View-Video-Frames die beliebige verschiede-
ne Posen beinhalten. Die so erhaltene statische Textur kann dazu benutzt werden
die gesamte Animation mit einer einzigen Textur darzustellen. Diese Modelbe-
schreibung gemeinsam mit einer animierten Geometrievorlage und einer Ober-
flächentextur sind ideal um in einer virtuellen Multi-User-Umgebung in der echte
Menschen durch digitale Avatare miteinander interagieren eingesetzt zu werden.
Die Resultate f̈ur menschliche Avatars zeichnen sich durch eine wahrheitsgetreue
Form und einen fotorealistischen Gesamteindruck aus, was durch die Rekonstruk-
tion von Fotos einzelner Posen nicht möglich gewesen ẅare.
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3D videos erlauben die fotorealistische Darstellung des virtuellen Menschen aus
neuen Blickwinkeln. Um ihn korrekt unter verschiedenen Beleuchtungen darstel-
len zu k̈onnen, m̈ussen auch die Reflexionseigenschaften seiner Oberfläche be-
kannt sein. Wir beschreiben einen Ansatz um diese abschätzen zu k̈onnen. Die-
ser benutzt eine animierte Vorlage für menschliche K̈orper die gleichzeitig Ge-
stalt, Bewegung und sich räumlich ver̈andernde Reflexionseigenschaften durch
wenige synchronisierte Multi-View-Videoaufnahmen erfasst. Wir stellen auch ei-
ne Lösung vor um die Registrierung räumlich und zeitlich ver̈anderlicher Texturen
zu verbessern. Das ist notwendig um eine genaue Messung der Reflexionseigen-
schaften der Oberfl̈ache zu geẅahrleisten. Dar̈uberhinaus, zeigen wir eine Me-
thode, die den systematischen Fehler in der Schätzung der Oberflechenreflexion
reduziert um m̈oglichst relaistische Darstellung unter beliebigen Beleuchtungs-
verḧaltnissen zu erzielen. Die daraus resultierende Modelbeschreibung ermöglicht
die originalgetreue Erscheinung virtueller Akteure unter verschiedenen simulier-
ten Beleuchtungen.

Modelle die zur Rekonstruktion menschlicher Bewegungen, seien es animierte
Vorlagen oder solche direkt von Videos, beschreiben nicht die hochqualitativen
dynamischen Details der Kleidung des Darstellers. Diese dynamischen Details
von Hand hinzuzuf̈ugen ist ein sehr komplexer Vorgang. Ganzkörper Laserscan-
ner sind in der Lage sehr feine Details des Modells zu erfassen, aber diese sind
leider auch statisch und wirken künstlich auf der Oberfl̈ache wenn solche Modelle
für Animationen genutzt werden. wir stellen eine statistische Methode vor die de-
tailreiche dynamischer menschliche Oberflächengeometrie von mehreren Video-
aufnahmen unter kalibrierten Beleuchtungen erfassen kann, sogar bei eventuell
vorhandenen Messungenauigkeiten. Das Ergebnis ist ein komplett bewegliches
Modell eines Menschlichen Schauspielers das selbst kleinste dynamische Details
der Geometrie, wie zum Beispiel Falten auf der Kleidung, aufweist.

Eine animierte Vorlage zu benutzen hat seine Vor- und Nachteile. Es garantiert
räumliche und zeitliche Stimmigkeit aber da das Modell für jeden Frame verformt
werden muss um sich an die Gestallt und Größe des Darstellers im Eingabevideo-
Frame anzupassen, wird die Genauigkeit des Models in Bezug auf das Original
beeintr̈achtigt. Es ẅare besser das Modell direkt von den Videodaten zu rekon-
struieren um diëUbereinstimmung zwischen Modell und Akteur zu optimieren.
Es ist m̈oglich ein Gitternetz aus jedem Videoframe zu erzeugen. Das Problem
hierbei ist offensichtlich, dass deren Konnektivität sich von Frame zu Frame un-
terscheidet. Im Idealfall m̈ochte man ein r̈aumlich und zeitlich koḧarente Animati-
on individueller Gitternetze erzeugen. Um diese Lücke zuüberwinden, stellen wir
eine Methode vor die räumlich und zeitlich nahe dreidimensionale Korresponden-
zen finden kann, und es somit erlaubt räumlich und zeitlich koḧarente dynamische
Geometrie von einer Sequenz unabhängiger Gitternetze zu erzeugen.
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Jede dieser algorithmischen Lösungen kann unabhängig benutzt werden, um die
jeweiligen Anforderungen eines speziellen Systems zu erfüllen. Dar̈uberhinaus
können sie auch gemeinsam und kombiniert in einem einzigen System benutzt
werden, was in einer Animations-Pipeline endet die aus Multi-Video-Daten hoch-
qualitative Animationen virtueller Akteure erzeugen und darstellen kann.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High quality reconstruction of 3D human animation from real-world data has been
an active focus of research in both computer graphics and computer vision. Tradi-
tionally, an animator would need to manually create the model, then hand-craft the
animation and high quality details. Furthermore, if the animation is to be rendered
under different lighting, which is a typical scenario for the animated models used
in computer games, the surface material properties have to be crafted manually
which can be a painstakingly complicated process. This typically takes hundreds
of work hours for a single model and consequently the costs of these productions
are very high.

In both computer graphics and computer vision, the automatic reconstruction of
the animation from multi-view video data has recently gained more attention. It
involves the reconstruction of motion, shape, and appearance of humans. Opti-
cal motion capture using markers has been used to capture the human motion.
Recently, the focus has been shifted from the marker-based to marker-less ap-
proaches. A pioneering work in the marker-less optical motion capture used an
animated template human model and multi-view video data to capture the motion
and photo-realistically render the virtual humans [Carranza03]. As an alternative
to using an animated template model, the dynamic 3D geometry can be directly
reconstructed from the video, thus resulting in high quality renditions [Starck07b].
Some of the methods do not use any 3D geometry, but create the novel views by
interpolating the image data [Matusik04].

There are both benefits and drawbacks of the above mentioned methods. Nev-
ertheless, for a true high quality reconstruction of human computer animations,
there are still some very difficult problems that remain to be overcome. In this
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thesis we will show that many difficult problems that are encountered in the au-
tomatic reconstruction of human computer animation can be solved by means of
algorithmic solutions using multi-view video data. People interact in the virtual
environments by means of avatars which they choose based on their preferences.
Many people prefer to use an avatar as close to their appearance as possible. Most
of these virtual environments, be it the online chat rooms or massively multiplayer
online games allow their users to create and customize their virtual appearance in
many ways. However, it is very difficult to truly capture the correct appearance let
alone the shape of the person using these rather simple tools. To create truly per-
sonalized human avatars, in Chapter 4, we propose a video-based approach that
makes use of multi-view video data of the moving person and generates the life-
like avatar of the person true to his/her shape and appearance. The method makes
use of an animated template model to capture the motion and create a static texture
that can be used to texture the geometry for the photo-realistic appearance.

The model description used for rendering the avatar is good enough as long as the
lighting of the virtual environment is similar to the recording environment. In or-
der to display him in a virtual world, which is different from the recording environ-
ment, his appearance must be adapted to the new illumination conditions. For this
adaptation, the knowledge of surface reflectance properties of the human subject
is necessary. Recently, Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a], using an animated template
human geometry, proposed a method to reconstruct these reflectance properties
of moving actors using multi-view video data. We extend this method in Chap-
ters 5 and 6, and propose two enhancements that can result in higher quality of
relightable free-viewpoint video. Using the same multi-view video data we later
extended this work even further and in Chapters 7 and 8, present a new passive
approach to capture true time-varying scene geometry that can reconstruct even
slightest of the dynamic details. Our method can reproduce dynamic surface de-
tails at millimeter-scale accuracy.

Instead of using a prior template, video data can be directly used to reconstruct
the dynamic geometry. Most methods that utilize the video data to reconstruct
geometric models for the purpose of animations provide very convincing shape
and appearance for each frame. Unfortunately, they fall short of providing spatio-
temporally coherent models, which is an extremely desirable property in the cap-
tured animations. Spatio-temporal coherence greatly facilitates or is even in-
evitable for many tasks such as editing, compression or spatio-temporal post pro-
cessing. On the other hand, the methods that use an animated template model
provide spatio-temporal coherence, but the tracking methods employed for ani-
mating and deforming the template model remain short of the accuracy provided
by the reconstruction methods. In Chapters 9 and 10, we therefore propose a
new 3D spatio-temporal dense correspondence finding method that enables us to
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reconstruct coherent scene geometry. Thus a template model is not needed and
we obtain an accurate spatio-temporally coherent scene geometry directly from
multi-view video data.

1.1 Main Contributions and Organization of
the Thesis

This thesis is divided into 5 parts and contains 11 chapters. Apart from part I,
which deals with the necessary theoretical and technical background and covers
the preliminaries, each subsequent part presents algorithmic solutions based on
multi-view video data that solve some of the problems that are encountered in
automatic reconstruction of high quality 3D human animations. The algorithmic
solutions described in part II, III, IV and V have been published before in a variety
of peer-reviewed conference and journal articles. The main contributions of the
thesis along with the references to the published work are briefly summarized in
the following sections:

1.1.1 Part I - Background and Basic Definitions

This part covers the theoretical preliminaries required for the understanding of the
rest of the thesis. In Chapter 2, we begin with the review of the camera model that
is employed in computer graphics and computer vision. Thereafter, we discuss
how to model the shape, appearance and kinematics of a human in a computer.
We also review the techniques that are employed for character animation.

In Chapter 3 we describe our acquisition setup, which is a multi-view video stu-
dio that captures synchronized multi-view video streams. The recorded multi-
view video data is used in all of the algorithmic solutions presented in this thesis.
The details of obtaining multi-view video streams and their post-processing is
described in this chapter.

1.1.2 Part II - Automatic Generation of Personalized Hu-
man Avatars

In multi-user virtual environments real-world people interact via digital avatars.
In order to make the step from the real world onto the virtual stage convincing,
the digital equivalent of the user has to be personalized. It should be possible
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to reflect the shape and proportions, the kinematic properties, as well as the tex-
tural appearance of its real-world equivalent. In Chapter 4, we present a novel
fully-automatic method to build a customized digital human from easy-to-capture
input data [Ahmed05]. The inputs to our method are multiple synchronized video
streams that show only a handful of frames of a human performing arbitrary body
motion. The avatar’s geometry is generated by shape adapting a template human
body model. Its surface texture is assembled from multi-view video frames show-
ing arbitrary different body poses.

1.1.3 Part III - High Quality Relightable Free-Viewpoint
Video

Free-View point video allows the user to view a dynamic scene from an arbi-
trary viewpoint. Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a] presented a method for joint shape,
motion and reflectance capture using multi-view video data that allows the recon-
struction of relightable free-viewpoint video which can be viewed under arbitrary
lighting. We improve their work and in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we introduce
two methods that result in higher quality of relightable free-viewpoint video.

First, we present a novel spatio-temporal registration method that detects and
compensates for the shifting of cloth across the body’s surface of the ac-
tor [Ahmed07a]. Our second contribution was a spatio-temporal reflectance shar-
ing method that reduces the bias in the estimated dynamic reflectance. This
method assures that the estimated reflectance properties are not biased towards
the recording environment [Ahmed07b].

1.1.4 Part IV - Highly Detailed Dynamic Geometry via Si-
multaneous Reflectance and Normal Capture

Models used for rendering the reconstructed animations lack high quality time-
varying surface details that are normally visible in the moving apparel of a human
actor, such as folds or wrinkles. Adding these dynamic details can dramatically
increase the level of realism of the human animations. In Chapter 7, we start
with the introduction of our passive method that can capture subtle time-varying
surface details, e.g. folds and wrinkles, on a moving model. The starting point of
the method is the enhancement of the solutions presented in Part III. Thereafter,
we review the closely related work in the area of dynamic surface reconstruction,
normal field integration, photometric stereo and reflectance estimation.
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In Chapter 8, we present the crux of our statistical passive method that can add
high quality dynamic details to the models [Ahmed08a]. First, an enhanced sur-
face reflectance and normal estimation approach is described which employs ro-
bust statistics to handle sensor noise more faithfully. Next, a new spatio-temporal
deformation framework is presented that enables us to transform the moving
geometry and the time-varying normal field into true spatio-temporally varying
scene geometry that reproduces geometric surface detail at high accuracy.

1.1.5 Part V - Spatio-Temporally Coherent Dynamic
Scene Reconstruction Without A Prior Shape
Model

A fast and versatile alternative template based methods for dynamic scene recon-
struction is to reconstruct the geometric model from each frame of the video, e.g.
by means of shape-from-silhouette methods. This reconstruction works fine for
simpler animations but due to the lack of spatio-temporal coherence the usability
of this data is very limited. In Chapter 9, we introduce and motivate our 3D dense
correspondence finding method between a sequence of unrelated shapes that al-
lows the reconstruction of a spatio-temporally coherent mesh sequence. The chap-
ter ends with a review of the most important related work in the area of surface
reconstruction, correspondence finding and mesh animation.

In Chapter 10, we present the main algorithmic solution for the spatio-temporally
coherent reconstruction of a mesh sequence from unrelated shape-from-silhouette
volumes [Ahmed08b]. This is achieved by employing a 3D dense correspondence
finding method between two subsequent meshes, which is propagated over the
whole sequence, resulting in a coherent animation.

Our work demonstrates that we can solve a variety of problems that are encoun-
tered in automatic reconstruction of 3D animation from video using multi-view
video data. Our presented methods only require a small number (eight) of multi-
view video streams, solve a wide range of problems, and can be used as the build-
ing blocks for high quality 3D animation reconstruction from video.
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Chapter 2

Preliminary Techniques

In this chapter, some general theoretical background is provided and
some of the fundamental techniques which projects in this thesis em-
ploy are described.

All of the projects in this thesis rely on the synchronized multi-view video streams
as input. These are captured by a multi-view camera system in our acquisition stu-
dio. In order to correctly use multi-view video streams, it is essential to simulate
the real-world camera by means of a mathematical camera model. This mathe-
matical camera model is presented in Sect. 2.1. We also discuss the process of
camera calibration, and review the geometry from two-views.

In this thesis we focus on the reconstruction of human computer animations.
Therefore we need a description of the human actor that can be used in the dig-
ital domain. In Sect. 2.2 we discuss how we model the shape, appearance and
kinematics of the real-world human in a computer. We later describe a model for
the kinematics and discuss how the model can be animated using the kinematic
skeleton. We also discuss the animation of the model using deformation. Either
of the two animation techniques has been used in all of the projects in this thesis.

2.1 The Camera Model

The camera captures a 2D image which is a projection of a 3D scene on a 2D
plane. Function of the camera is very similar to the function of the human eye,
where the 3D scene is the world around us and the 2D plane is the retina of the
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Figure 2.1: Pinhole camera geometry.

eye. Thus the role of the camera in computer graphics and computer vision is
analogous to that of an eye in biological systems. Similar to the eye lens, the lens
in the camera collects the incident illumination. The lens then converges the light
rays towards a focal point, and the converged rays create an image of the observed
scene over the image plane. In the following section, we will describe the pinhole
camera model, which defines a mathematical relationship between the coordinates
of a 3D point and its projection onto a 2D image plane. In later sections, we will
describe the process of camera calibration and briefly review the concept of two-
view geometry.

2.1.1 The Pinhole Camera Model

The pinhole camera is the simplest, and the ideal, model of camera function. It
describes central projection of points in a space onto a plane [Hartley00]. Let a
point in space with coordinatesP = (Px, Py, Pz)

T , the center of projection as the
origin of the Euclidean coordinate system and the image planez = f . The center
of projection is also called the optical center or the camera center. The line from
the camera center perpendicular to the image plane is called the principal axis,
and it meets the image plane at the point called principal point.

The pinhole camera model mapsP on the image plane where a line joining the
pointP to the center of projection meets the image plane, as shown in Fig. 2.1. It
can be shown using the theory of similar triangles that the pointP is mapped to
the point(fPx/Pz, fPy/Pz, f)T on the image plane. Thus the 2D projection

(Px, Py, Pz)
T 7→ (fPx/Pz, fPy/Pz)

T (2.1)

describes the central projection mapping from worldR3 to image coordinatesR2.
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2.1.2 Camera Calibration

To infer three-dimensional geometric information from an image, one must find
the parameters that relate a point in the three-dimensional space to its two-
dimensional position in the image. The parameters are classified as theinternal
andexternalparameters of the camera. There are four internal parameters: two
for the position of the origin of the image coordinate frame, and two for the scale
factors of the axes of this frame. As for the six external parameters: three are
for the position of the center of projection, and three are for the orientation of the
image plane coordinate frame.

In addition, the physical properties of a real world camera lens differ from the
properties of the ideal pinhole camera model. Due to these differences, the image
formation process geometrically deviates from the pinhole camera. These devia-
tions are typically caused by radial or tangential distortion artifacts. Radial dis-
tortion occurs, because unlike the ideal pinhole camera model, in the real lenses,
the world point, image point and optical center are not collinear. Thus the world
lines are not projected as lines. Radial distortion becomes more prominent as the
focal length decreases. As a camera lens in itself is composed of many individual
lenses, the misalignment of individual lenses with respect to the overall optical
axis results in the tangential distortion [Weng90]. Most real world camera models
take radial and tangential distortions into account, and include the parameters that
compensate for the artefacts caused by them.

Majority of geometric camera calibration techniques [Tsai86, Jain95, Heikkila96]
derive all of the above described parameters. Normally a calibration object with
known physical dimensions is used to estimate the parameters. An optimization
method is employed that modifies the model parameters until the predicted ap-
pearance of the calibration object optimally aligns with the captured images.

Color calibration refers to the correct reproduction of colors in the captured im-
age under a given illumination condition. A simple color calibration technique
is called white balancing, which involves the estimation of parameters that scale
each color component with respect to a pure white or grey object. For our projects,
we also perform color calibration that ensures color consistency across the cam-
eras.

2.1.3 Two-View Geometry

Epipolar geometry refers to the geometry of stereo vision. It is the intrinsic pro-
jective geometry between two views, independent of scene structure, and only
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Epipolar geometry: The pointp in camera a corresponds to
the point p′ in camera b that lies on the epipolar lineeb. (b) Triangulation:
the 3D position of a pointP is calculated by the intersection of the two rays,
ra and rb, through the respective cameras’ centers of projection,ca and cb,
and the respective projected image plane positions,p and p′.

depends upon the camera’s internal parameters and relative pose [Hartley00]. It
can be used to derive 3D structural information about the scene. Assuming a
point P in 3-space is visible in both cameras, projected asp in the first camera,
and asp′ in the second camera. The epipolar geometry relates the two projected
points by the so-called epipolar constraint, which describes that for the givenp, its
correspondencep′ should lie on the epipolar lineeb, Fig. 2.2a. Under the epipo-
lar geometry the search for the correspondence for a given point is simpler as it
only involves traversing a single line in the corresponding image plane instead of
searching the complete two-dimensional image. The intrinsic epipolar geometry
is encapsulated in the fundamental matrixF . It is a 3x3 matrix of rank2, and
for the two projected points satisfies the relationp′TFp = 0. The fundamental
matrix can be inferred from 8 point correspondences between two uncalibrated
cameras, and it is directly available for fully-calibrated camera pairs [Hartley00].

If both cameras are fully calibrated, with known correspondencesp andp′ in their
image planes, then the 3D position of pointP can be calculated via Triangulation,
Fig. 2.2b. The positionP is estimated by computing the intersection point of two
rays,ra andrb. The rayra originates in the center of projection of cameraa, ca,
and passes the image plane in the positionp. The same construction is valid for
ray rb from camerab, where the ray passes the image plane in the positionp′.
However, due to measurement noise, the rays will not intersect exactly at a single
point. In this case, a pseudo-intersection point that minimizes the sum of squared
distance to each pointing ray is computed.
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2.2 Modeling and Animating Humans

The human body is the entire physical structure of a human organism. It is a
very complex system, in which an interplay of many physiological components
result in its appearance, as well as physical and kinematics properties. General
appearance of a human body is dependent on its skin, hair and in most of the
cases when it comes to representing real-world humans, clothes. Appearance of
the skin is dependent upon many underlying components, from the structure of
the pigmentation to the deformation of the muscles. Given the fact that there are
many different types of materials used in the clothes, the complexity of modeling
the appearance increases even more. Physical properties of the human body model
are influenced by its kinematics. The kinematic properties are determined from
the body’s skeleton. The skeleton is composed of bones which are connected with
joints. In order to accurately capture a true human body in the computer, the model
should represent the appearance, kinematics and physical properties as accurately
as possible. In the following subsections we will review these representations.

Since the focus of this thesis is the reconstruction of human animations, accurate
representation of the motion along with the appearance, shape and kinematics is
equally important. We need to make sure that the model follows the motion of
the human actor as accurately as possible, and for that we need techniques that
can animate the model accordingly. In Sect. 2.2.3 we review two of the animation
techniques that are employed in this thesis.

2.2.1 Modeling the Appearance

The realistic appearance of the virtual human model depends upon its geometry
and its surface texture. The surface geometry of the virtual human is typically
modelled by means of a triangle mesh. The triangle mesh is comprised of a set of
triangles that are connected by their common edges. The triangles are also called
the faces of the mesh, with each face made up of three vertices and three edges.
The edge, which is formed by two vertices, is one side of the face. The vertex is
the basic entity, and is typically shared between multiple triangles and edges.

There can be different ways to obtain the geometry for the human body
model. It is possible to reconstruct the geometry from the input video
data. Various methods are proposed to obtain geometry from multi-view im-
ages [Matusik00] [Kutulakos00] [Starck07b]. Fig. 2.3a shows a video frame from
one of the camera, while the reconstructed visual hull can be seen in Fig. 2.3b.
Another possibility is to use a generic template human body model as shown in
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Figure 2.3: (a) Input video frame from one of the camera. (b) Reconstructed
coarse geometry rendered from the same camera. (c) Template single skin
human body model with superimposed kinematic skeleton. (d) A full-body
laser scan of a human.

Fig. 2.3c, or make use of a full-body laser scanner and obtain the template geom-
etry by measuring a real subject, Fig. 2.3d.

The second component for the realistic appearance of the virtual human model is
its surface texture. A consistent surface texture for the model can be employed
for photo-realistic renderings [Ahmed05]. Unfortunately a static texture cannot
capture the true time-varying details, such as wrinkles and folds in the clothing,
that evolve with the body pose.

If the model follows the poses of the human actor in the video, then it can be
dynamically textured with multi-view video data, to reproduce the time-varying
details [Carranza03]. This approach is feasible only when the virtual actor is
reproduced under the illumination conditions that are very similar to the recording
environment. Thus the illumination conditions should remain fixed during display
of an animation.

If the model is to be rendered under arbitrary novel illumination conditions then
however its surface reflectance properties must also be known. For the animated
model, it requires the estimation of dynamic reflectance description (Chapter 5).
The visual appearance of the surface is determined by the way incident light in-
teracts with it and is sent back to the eye of the observer. In the most general
case when light interacts with matter, there is one photon striking the surface at
one particular point and one photon leaving the surface. In order to describe the
general interaction case, a 12D function is necessary [Rusinkiewicz00].

This model can be significantly simplified if phosphorescence and fluorescence
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are ignored, wavelength changes are not considered, the wavelengths are dis-
cretized into bands, and the effects of subsurface scattering are not taken into
account [Lensch04].

This results in a six-dimensional function, known as the spatially-varyingbidirec-
tional reflectance distribution function(BRDF) fr. This representation is usually
sufficient for realistic renditions of most of the materials. It is defined at all surface
points~x as the ratio of outgoing radiancelo in hemispherical direction̂v = (ωo, θo)
to incoming irradianceLi cos θi dωi arriving from direction̂l = (ωi, θi):

fr(v̂, ~x, l̂) =
dlo(~x, v̂)

Li(~x, l̂) cos θi dωi

(2.2)

In general BRDF can describe any surface reflectance characteristics and can be
represented in many ways. Tabulated BRDFs store BRDF values in look-up ta-
bles and make use of the interpolation to represent novel incoming and outgoing
directions. It provides good quality, but the storage cost is very high. Typically, in
computer graphics, parametric models are used to evaluate reflectance for some
specific illumination condition. The parameters differ for each material, and their
variations result in a wide range of representable reflectance characteristics using
the same mathematical expression. Most of the model are consist of a diffuse
albedo component along with an analytic expression for evaluating the specu-
lar/glossy reflection. In our project on relightable free-viewpoint video (Chapter
6), we make use of two parametric BRDF models, the Phong model [Phong75]
and the Lafortune model [Lafortune97b].

The Phong model is an empirical isotropic reflectance model that consists of dif-
fuse object color and a specular lobe

f rgb
r (l̂, v̂, ~x, ρ) = krgb

d +
krgb

s

n̂ · l̂
(~r(l̂) · v̂)ke (2.3)

Light source position~L and viewing position~V determine the light vector̂l =
~L − ~x, viewing vector iŝv = ~V − ~x, and given the surface normaln̂, reflection
direction is~r(l̂) = l̂−2(l̂ · n̂)n̂. For evaluating both diffuse and specular color, we
have to consider the red, green, and blue color channel separately. Seven model
parameters(krgb

d , krgb
s , ke) then describe diffuse object color, specular color, and

the Phong exponent which controls the size of the specular lobe.

A more advanced model based on the Phong model has been presented by Lafor-
tune et al. [Lafortune97b]. It can additionally incorporate off-axis specular peaks,
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backscattering and even anisotropy:

f rgb
r (l̂, v̂, ~x, ρ) = krgb

d (2.4)

+
∑

i

[Crgb
x,i (lxvx) + Crgb

y,i (lyvy) + Crgb
z,i (lzvz)]

ke,i

Besides diffuse colorkrgb
d , the model includes several specular lobesi

whose individual direction, specular albedo and directedness are defined by
(Crgb

x,i , Crgb
y,i , Crgb

z,i , ke,i). The vectors~l = (lx, ly, lz) and~v = (vx, vy, vz) are the

normalized vectors corresponding to the hemispherical directionsl̂ and v̂. For a
more detailed discussion on reflectance models, we would like to refer the inter-
ested reader to [Lensch04].

2.2.2 Modeling the Kinematics

The computational model for the human skeleton is a kinematic skeleton. A Kine-
matic skeleton is a mathematical model which represents the human skeleton as a
hierarchal arrangement of joints and interconnecting bones. The result in an artic-
ulated figure consisting of a set of rigid segments connected with joints. The set
of rigid body segments form a kinematic chain, which is essentially an hierarchal
assembly of rigid bodies. The relative orientation between one segment and the
following rigid body segments in a kinematic sub-chain is controlled via a rigid
body transformation. This rigid body transformation describes a joint rotational
and translational transformation between two the local coordinate frames of two
subsequent rigid bodies. As the kinematic skeleton is a hierarchal structure, the
transformation on the top level influences all the connected rigid bodies. Conse-
quently, the transformation on the lowest level rigid body only affects that specific
body.

Fig. 2.3c shows a kinematic skeleton superimposed on a human body model. The
skeleton models most important joints and segments that are necessary for the
correct representation of the human. It consists of 16 segments and 17 joints,
unlike the real human body skeleton which consists of 206 bones and more than
200 joints. The bone lengths in the skeleton implicitly encode the translational
component of the transformation. Thus the joints of the model only represent the
rotational component. Since the bone lengths are constant, we only need rotation
information for each joint to define the pose of the skeleton. Varying angles of the
joints yields an infinite number of configurations. A global translation for the root
of the skeleton can be employed as the only required translational component.
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2.2.3 Animating a Human

The geometry that we obtain from any of the method described in Sect. 2.2.1,
should be somehow animated to reconstruct the motion of the human actor in the
video. In this thesis we make use of two techniques, using the kinematic skeleton
or deformation.

We make use of the animation based on the kinematic skeleton in the relightable
free-viewpoint video project, Chapters 5 and 6. In this project, first a kinematic
skeleton is implanted into the geometry of the single skin template human model,
Fig. 2.3c. Thereafter, the skeleton is attached to the surface by assigning the
weights to each vertex of the geometry in accordance with its relative position
to each bone. A bone would exert more influence on its nearby vertices. This
influence is represented by the weights, which control the deformation of the mesh
as the joints are rotated. Each vertex can be influenced by multiple bones and the
weights from each bone are blended. The technique of assigning the weights
in this way is commonly called linear blend skinning [Baran07]. Finally, the
motion description in terms of joint parameters is automatically estimated using a
silhouette based analysis-through-synthesis method (Sect. 6.3).

Another approach for animating the model would be to use mesh-deformation
methods [Botsch07]. These methods are employed to great effect in performance
capture of humans [de Aguiar07a] [de Aguiar08]. In our work of parametrization-
free animation reconstruction using dense 3D correspondences, we make use of a
mesh deformation approach to animate the reconstructed visual hull, Chapters
9 and 10. Our solution is independent of any specific deformation approach,
therefore we refer the reader to a recent survey in the area of surface deforma-
tion [Botsch07].
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Chapter 3

Multi-view Video Studio

This chapter describes our recording studio. First, the studio room,
the camera system and the lighting setup are described. Thereafter,
the acquisition pipeline is presented, with all necessary steps to
generate the input data for the projects described in this thesis.

All of the projects presented in this thesis require high quality multi-view video
data as input. This data is recorded in our multi-view video studio, where we
simultaneously capture video streams from eight synchronized video cameras.

In this chapter we will present our multi-view video studio in detail. The stu-
dio is an extension of [Theobalt03], which was a simpler multi-view acquisition
setup. We present our new acquisition studio, which provides high quality data
that are recorded not only using the calibrated cameras but also under completely
calibrated illumination conditions. These data are the main requirement of our
work on relightable free-viewpoint video (Chapters 5 and 6), and subsequently
high quality reconstruction of time-varying geometry (Chapters 7 and 8). The ac-
quisition setup of the studio is enhanced with the addition of hiqh frame rate and
high resolution cameras along with the better lighting setup, which facilitate us
greatly in the reconstruction of high quality surface models. High frame rate and
high resolution data were also invaluable for our work on the parametrization-free
animation reconstruction using dense 3D correspondences (Chapters 9 and 10).

We will start this chapter with a review of related multi-view acquisition sys-
tems. Thereafter, we will describe the recording studio, and discuss our camera
and lighting system that is installed in the studio. Finally, we will present the
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acquisition process, which is comprised of camera, color andlighting calibration,
background subtraction and finally the actual recording of the human actor.

3.1 Related Multi-view Acquisition Facilities

Multi-view data is used in variety of research areas. Various setups for their ac-
quisition exist, based on the specific needs of the research. The project presented
in this thesis are versatile in the sense that they encompass many research areas
that require these data. Therefore, our multi-view video studio is designed in such
a way that the specific requirements for data are not compromised.

Image based reflectance estimation requires very high quality image data. For
estimating the surface reflectance models of real-world object, a series of im-
ages obtained from different viewing directions and taken under different inci-
dent illumination conditions are required. For static scenes, acquisition setup
using high quality photo cameras and a set of light sources have been pro-
posed [Ward92, Goesele00]. [Debevec00] presented a light stage to capture the
reflectance field of animatable face model. [Einarsson06] extended it further by
using a large light stage, a tread-mill where the person walks, so that they can
acquire simple motion and reflectance field of humans. Unfortunately, their setup
can only process simple periodic motions, such as walking. In contrast our multi-
view video studio allows the extension of the photo camera based reflectance es-
timation method into video based dynamic reflectometry, without any restriction
on the type of motion.

Multi-view video streams are readily used in the area of video-based motion cap-
ture. In our work we focus on marker-less motion capture, because it allows
recording of the human actor without any optical markers attached on the body.
Video acquisition in a 3D room that allows recording with up to 48 cameras is
presented by [Kanade98]. Systems for motion acquisition using reconstructed
volumes are presented in [Cheung00, Borovikov00, Luck02, Brostow04]. Com-
mercial solutions for marker-less motion capture are now also available [Motion].
For an extensive review of video-based motion acquisition systems, we would like
to refer the interested reader to [Poppe07].

Another research area that makes use of multi-view video streams is 3D video. In
addition to capturing the motion, multi-view video streams can be used to recon-
struct the dynamic shape and appearance models of the human actor. This enables
the user to change the viewpoint of the scene during the rendering. [Narayanan98]
made use of 50 cameras and reconstructed 3D models of dynamic scenes using
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Our recording studio includes (a) the recording area and (b) the
control room.

dense stereo. [Ẅurmlin03] presented a method to record and edit 3D videos, and
further extended it in [Waschbüsch05]. [Matusik04] presented a complete sys-
tem for real-time acquisition, transmission and rendering of 3D Video. Recently
[Starck07b] presented a 3D video system that captures appearance, shape and mo-
tion from multi-view video data.

3.2 Recording Studio

Our multi-view video studio is designed to be flexible and versatile such that it
fulfils the requirements of all the research projects. It is built from off-the-shelf
hardware. It is designed to acquire high quality video footage of humans that
can be used in surface reflectance measurement, dynamic surface reconstruction,
motion capture, dynamic shape deformation, and appearance modeling.

The studio is located in a room of approximately9x4.8 meters in size. The ceiling
has a height of approximately4m. An area of2.5x4.8 meters is separated, which
serves as a control room of the studio. The remaining area of the studio, which
can be optionally enclosed with black curtains and carpets to minimize the effects
of indirect illumination, is the recording area. The recording area and the control
room of the studio are shown in Fig. 3.1.
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3.2.1 Camera System

The camera system in our studio is comprised of eight ImperxTM MDC1004 single
chip CCD cameras, Fig. 3.2a. The imaging sensor of the cameras has a resolu-
tion of 1004x1004 pixels with 12 bits per pixel color depth. The sensor uses a
Bayer mosaic to record the red, green and blue color information. The CCD sen-
sor is connected to two controller chips. It provides a sustained frame rate of 48
fps at full resolution when both controller chips are activated. In this mode, the
photometric responses of the sensors is out of synch and an intra-frame color ad-
justment step is necessary. With only one chip activated, the CCD sensor provides
a sustained frame rate of 25 fps at full resolution and there is no need for the color
adjustment.

The cameras are linked to a control PC equipped with 8 high-speed frame grabber
boards. Each frame grabber is connected to a camera through a Camera LinkTM in-
terface. For maximal data rate, each capture card is equipped with an on board
SCSI interface enabling direct streaming of image data to a RAID system. Eight
RAID systems are employed in parallel to enable real-time storage of the video
streams. The cameras are synchronized via a trigger pulse that is broadcasted to
each capture card.

The cameras can be installed at any location in the studio. In general cameras
are placed in an circular arrangement around the center of the scene. For the
relightable free-viewpoint video project, we placed one camera on the top. A
typical arrangement allows us to capture a volume of approximately3.5x3.5x3
meters with all cameras.

3.2.2 Lighting Equipment

Along with the camera system, the lighting equipment in the studio is crucial
for the image quality of multi-view video streams. In order to fulfill the need of
appropriate illumination conditions for different applications, it is important to
provide a flexible lighting system. For our research, it is important to have both
an ambient scene lighting, as well as more specific spot light kind of set up.

For general lighting, we employ 8 NesyFlex 440 DITM compact softlights [Nesys]
that are optimized for universal use in TV and video studios, Fig. 3.2b. Each light
component contains 8 fluorescent day light tubes that radiate even light at a wide
angle. They illuminate objects in the center of the scene from the top of the
recording area and spread the light homogeneously downwards. The system can
be controlled as a single unit using the DMXTM controls. Additionally, each light
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Figure 3.2: (a) ImperxTM MDC1004 camera, (b) NesyFlex 440 DITM softlight
and (c) K5600TM Jokerbug spotlight.

can be rotated to fulfil specific requirements. By this end, the lighting system
prevents direct illumination of the camera lenses, avoiding glares, and produces a
very uniform lighting in the scene, avoiding sharp shadows and unwanted high-
lights on the recorded subjects.

For our project on relightable free-viewpoint video, we employ two
K5600TM Jokerbug 800 spot lights to illuminate our scenes, Fig. 3.2c. They are
placed in opposite corners of our studio, and they are oriented towards the center
of the recording area. The spot lights emit light with a daylight spectrum, and
different lenses can be used to modify the shape of the beam according to our
needs.

We have fully controllable lighting system in our studio. No exterior light can
enter the recording area, and the influence of indirect illumination from the walls
can be minimized by covering up all the walls by opaque black molleton. Option-
ally, the indirect illumination reflected off the floor and the visual appearance of
cast shadows can be minimized by rolling out a black carpet.

3.3 Acquisition

With our multi-view video studio, we can efficiently acquire camera and lighting
attributes along with multi-view video data that is used in all our research projects.
Before commencing the actual recording of the human actor, we acquire all the
necessary information that is needed for camera, color and lighting calibration.
We also record the information required for the background subtraction. Finally,
the actual recording of the human actor takes place.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: (a) smaller checkerboard pattern used for determining intrinsic
camera parameters, (b) large checkerboard pattern used for extrinsic camera
parameters estimation and (c) color calibration pattern.

3.3.1 Camera Calibration

For our projects, we need to determine, both the internal and external parameters
for each of the 8 cameras. For the camera calibration, we record two calibra-
tion objects of known dimension to be used by our calibration methods. For in-
trinsic calibration a small calibration pattern positioned in front of the cameras is
recorded, Fig. 3.3a. A larger checkerboard visible from all the cameras is recorded
to facilitate the extrinsic calibration, Fig. 3.3b.

For determining intrinsic camera parameters we employ Heikkila’s
method [Heikkila96]. The estimated parameters are used to undistort the
calibration images and multi-view video streams. Extrinsic camera parameters
are estimated by means of the Tsai algorithm [Tsai86]. Our calibration software
automatically detects the corners of the checkerboard, with known world space
positions. An optimization procedure estimates the extrinsic camera parameters
by minimizing the reprojection error between the measured and predicted position
of the checkerboard pattern.

3.3.2 Color Calibration

Accurate color reproduction among different cameras is very important not only
for the correct renditions but also for the surface reflectance measurement. In
the first step, to ensure the correct color reproduction, all the cameras are white
balanced before the recording session. However, due to sensor noise, and slight
physical differences in built-in camera components, there can be still discrepan-
cies in the color response of each camera. To resolve these color discrepancies,
we record a color calibration pattern which consists of an array of 237 uniformly
colored squares with purely lambertian reflectance, Fig. 3.3c.
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Using the recorded color calibration pattern, we perform relative photometric cal-
ibration. We define one camera as the reference and for each remaining camera,
a color transformation is computed such that the color values of the pattern in
the reference camera are reproduced. A trilinear transformation of the RGB color
values is used for the color transformation. The determined color transformation
for each camera is applied on each frame of the respective video stream to ensure
the faithful color consistency.

3.3.3 Lighting Calibration

In order to measure the reflectance properties of an object, the light source should
be carefully calibrated, i.e. their position, luminance intensity and color should
be known. In order to find the photometric properties, we use the approach pro-
posed in [Debevec97], to generate a High Dynamic Range (HDR) image from a
set of images of a mirrored ball taken at different exposure times in the studio,
Fig. 3.4a. Using the camera Olympus Camedia C5050TM, first its response curve
is calculated and then 13 different images are taken, with exposure times varying
from 1/1000s to 4s. These images and the response curve are used to generate
the HDR mirrored ball image, which is converted to a cubic environment map
representation, Fig. 3.4b. Using the HDR cube map, the algorithm described in
[Agarwal03] finds the light position in the image domain. The luminance inten-
sity and color of all light sources is found by integrating the respective values of
all the pixels belonging to the light source. Both spot lights are approximated as
point light sources.

In order to find the 3D position of the light sources, the following method is used:
In addition to capturing HDR mirrored ball images, images of the mirrored ball are
obtained from two calibrated cameras in the studio, Fig. 3.4c. In both images the
center of the mirrored ball in the image planeCip is identified. Using extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters of the cameras, the 3D position of the center of the mirrored
ball Cwp is found by shooting the rays from both cameras towards their respective
Cip and calculating their intersection.

In order to find the correct orientation of the cube map with respect to the camera
system in the studio, two calibrated cameras are marked with distinct colors. An
image of the cube map is generated from the HDR cube map, such that the reflec-
tions of both marked cameras are visible, and it is projected onto a sphere. Four
vectors are constructed:~v1 and ~v2 from the marked studio cameras toCwp, and
~m1 and ~m2 from the corresponding marked cameras in the cube map toCwp. The

correct orientation is found by rotating the sphere such that~m1 and ~m2 overlap
~v1 and~v2 respectively. Two rotations are enough to assure the correct orientation.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.4: (a) captured light probe, (b) transformed cube map and (c) light
probe captured from one of the multi-view video camera.

This correct orientation is used to find the accurate direction of the light sources
using the cube map.

We apply the above calibration procedure for two mirrored balls placed in dif-
ferent positions in the room. This was done to find the accurate position of the
light sources. For the luminance and intensity, the information from only one light
probe is sufficient. From each mirrored ball we get a direction vector for each of
the spot light. Therefore, for each spot light we have two direction vectors from
the center of spheres towards each spot lights. The position of each light source is
then computed trivially by intersecting the rays along these direction vectors.

3.3.4 Background Subtraction

All the projects in this thesis require the data in which the human actor is separated
from the background. The lighting in our studio is completely controlled, and the
effects of external light on the scene and cast shadows are minimized. This simpli-
fies the process of background subtraction. For background subtraction we simply
record the studio without the human actor from all cameras. This background im-
age is used by the background subtraction algorithm to separate foreground from
the background. This algorithm computes mean color and standard deviation for
each background pixel. Foreground pixels are identified by a large deviation of
their color from the background statistics. For details of this procedure, we would
like to refer the reader to [Theobalt05a].
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3.3.5 Recording

After all the necessary data required for camera calibration, color calibration,
lighting calibration and background subtraction are recorded, the actual record-
ing session commences. The human actor can perform any motion within the
recording area. The performance is recorded by our eight synchronized video
cameras. Every research project has a different set of requirements for the input
data. The acquisition setup and the specific recording requirements are also briefly
discussed in each of the projects separately later in the thesis.
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Automatic Generation of
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Chapter 4

Automatic Generation of
Personalized Human Avatars

This part presents a method for generating personalized human
avatars from multi-view video data. First, the related work in this
area is reviewed, then a spatio-temporal method to adapt the shape
and skeletal dimensions of the human model is presented. Finally, a
method for reconstructing a consistent surface texture for the model
using multi-view video frames from different camera views and differ-
ent body poses is described.

In recent years, virtual environments in which real-world people can interact
through controllable digital characters, so-called avatars, have become accessible
even to the user at home. In order to make their appearance on the virtual stage
convincing, many users want to give their digital equivalent a personal touch. Un-
fortunately, in most online games or 3D chat rooms, the degree to which a user
can personalize his avatar is very limited. At best, he can manually modify a body
shape taken from a database of template geometries, and texture the face of the
virtual puppet with a digital photograph. It is obvious that, in order to make the
personal touch fully convincing, the animatable human model should reflect the
complete shape and textural appearance of the real-world human that it represents.

In order to serve this purpose, we have developed a novel fully-automatic method
to build a customized digital human from easy-to-capture input data [Ahmed05].
The inputs to our method are multiple synchronized video streams that show only
a handful of frames of a human performing arbitrary body motion. Our approach
is based on a template human body model consisting of a triangle mesh surface
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representation and an underlying kinematic skeleton. This body representation is
automatically deformed until it matches both the shape and the skeletal structure
of its real-world counterpart captured in the video footage.

The main contribution of this work is the reconstruction of a consistent surface
texture from multi-view video streams. This consistent surface texture is em-
ployed for the realistic rendition of the digital human. By simultaneously em-
ploying images from multiple camera views and multiple time steps of video, it is
made sure that even temporarily invisible parts of the body surface are faithfully
captured in the texture. With our novel method we quickly generate photo-realistic
digital actors from real-world people using acquisition technology that may, in the
near future, be available even to the user at home.

4.1 Related Work

Acquisition of visually realistic models of humans from images has been a long
standing problem in computer graphics and virtual reality. In order to generate a
realistic human avatar, the kinematics, shape and appearance have to be captured
simultaneously.

Full-body range scanning systems exist that can quickly acquire the full surface
geometry of a human body. However, they are highly expensive and don’t straight
forwardly enable to estimate a skeleton of the human [Paquette96]. Alternatively,
image- or video-based methods can be used to reconstruct body models. In one
line of research, it is the primary goal to derive the kinematic structure and a
simple surface geometry from image data [Kakadiaris95, Fua98, de Aguiar04]. A
surface texture, however, is not reconstructed.

In 3D video, novel views of a real person are rendered from multiple input video
streams [Moezzi97, Kanade97, Matusik00]. Unfortunately, these approaches do
not reconstruct models that could be animated with arbitrary novel motion data.

We propose a novel model-based approach that creates a fully-animatable avatar
comprising a customized geometry, a realistic surface texture, and an appropri-
ately rescaled skeleton. Our work is similar to the methods proposed by Hilton et
al. [Hilton99] and Lee et al. [Lee00], where a human template model is deformed
until it aligns with multiple silhouette images. Surface textures are created by
mapping photographs back onto the body representation.

In contrast, we present a novel approach that employs multiple time steps of multi-
view video footage to capture shape and texture at higher accuracy. To achieve this
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.1: (a) Adaptable generic human body model; (b) initial model after
skeleton rescaling and pose estimation; (c) model after spatio-temporal free-
form deformation scheme.

goal, we build upon and extend the silhouette-based marker-free motion capture
method detailed in [Carranza03]. As opposed to many previous approaches, our
method is fully-automatic and even enables the extraction of multiple face textures
depicting different facial expressions. This way, the appearance of the avatar can
be changed on-the-fly such that it reflects its current mood.

4.2 Overview

Multi-view video (MVV) sequences used as input to our system are recorded in
our multi-view studio (Chapter 3). In each MVV sequence that serves as input
to our avatar creation algorithm, the person first strikes an initialization pose
(Fig. 4.1b) for a short moment, and thereafter is free to move arbitrarily. In a
post-processing step, the silhouette of the person in each frame is extracted via
color-based background subtraction (Sect. 3.3.4). Typically, even short motion
sequences of only 3-7 seconds are sufficient for our method.

We employ a template human body model whose shape and proportions can be
customized in order to optimally reproduce the appearance of a person in the real
world, Fig. 4.1a. The kinematics of the model are represented by means of a
skeleton comprising 16 segments and 17 joints that provide 35 pose parameters in
total. The surface geometry of each segment is represented via a closed triangle
mesh.

We employ the method presented in [Carranza03] to capture the initial shape of the
model and derive the correct body pose at each time step of the video, Fig. 4.1b.
Additionally, we use the approach by de Aguiar et. al. [de Aguiar05] for spatio-
temporal free-form deformation, in order to increase the quality of the captured
shape of the model, Fig. 4.1c.
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4.3 Reconstructing a Personalized Surface
Texture

Once we have a shape adapted 3D model in the correct pose, the final compo-
nent contributing to a realistic look of our avatar is a photo-realistic surface tex-
ture. Previous approaches to avatar creation reconstructed a static surface texture
from multiple photographs showing the person in a single pose. Although the so-
created virtual actors look authentic if they strike the same pose as the person in
the images, very disturbing appearance artifacts may occur if their bodies are an-
imated. One reason for such artifacts is texture undersampling due to insufficient
visibility of certain body areas in a single pose. Also problematic are those parts
of the body geometry that are temporally occluded by other body segments (e.g.
in the shoulder or leg area) but which become suddenly visible as soon as the pose
of the skeleton changes (Fig. 4.8c).

A third problem is that photographic textures “freeze” the local appearance of dy-
namic surface details as well as local illumination effects. We address all theses
issues in conjunction by means of a spatio-temporal texture reconstruction scheme
that samples from multiple time steps of the MVV sequence. It estimates color in-
formation also for temporally invisible areas of the body. In the following, we first
describe our texture parameterization. Thereafter, we detail the spatio-temporal
texture reconstruction algorithm.

Figure 4.2: Input video frame and corresponding MVV texture for a male
actor.

4.3.1 Texture Parameterization

Each body segment is parameterized separately over a planar rectangular domain
using patches of minimal distortion [Ziegler]. The sixteen planar patch layouts
are finally assembled into one texture atlas for the complete model. This way,
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we obtain a pose-independent bijective 3D-to-2D mapping between a surface el-
ement and a texel in the texture domain. Throughout our experiments, we use
1024x1024-texel texture maps. The graphics hardware is used to transform each
video camera image into the texture domain. All data related to surface elements
(view vectors, visibility etc.) can now be conveniently stored as textures. For each
video time step, eight so-called multi-view video textures (MVV textures) are cre-
ated (Fig. 4.2) by transforming the individual video frames into texture space.

4.3.2 Spatio-temporal Texture Reconstruction

Since we know the exact body pose of the model in each time step of multi-view
video we can incorporate image data of multiple body poses into one consistent
surface texture. This, in turn, enables us to fill-in color information for surface
areas that are invisible in one body pose from images of the model in another
body pose. There are two main reasons for why a surface point may not be visible
from any input camera view.

• Mutual occlusion of directly adjacent body segments: Some areas of a seg-
ment can be occluded by the directly adjacent segment, e.g. parts of the
upper arm segment that are inside the torso.

• Camera placement: For any possible arrangement of imaging sensors some
parts of the model may be invisible, even though they are not occluded by
any neighboring body segment.

In order to differentiate which of the two cases applies to a specific invisible sur-
face point, we have developed the following two-step spatio-temporal texture re-
construction procedure which implicitly handles both cases:

Before texture reconstruction commences,U time steps of the input MVV se-
quence from which the color information for the final texture is assembled are
automatically selected. In step 1, thesingle-time-step texture assembly, we create
U individual consistent surface textures,stexi, with i ∈ {1, . . . , U}. Eachstexi

is only reconstructed from multi-view video images of time stepi. The color
of a texel is computed by weightedly blending the colors at its projected loca-
tions in each of the camera views. The blending weights are computed in such a
way that a camera which sees a surface point more head-on is assigned a higher
blending weight. To this end, we employ the view-independent weighting scheme
described in [Carranza03].

In order to compute the visibility of each surface point in all of the camera views,
we have developed a scheme which looks at each of the 16 body segments sep-
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Figure 4.3: Trimming procedure for the pelvis segment: Vertices in the torso
and the upper legs that lie inside the pelvis’ bounding box are discarded. The
white parts of the torso are also visible for camera 2 in the untrimmed model.
All other colors indicate the adjacent body segments that, prior to trimming,
occlude these vertices.

Figure 4.4: Texture information for surface segments that are occluded by
adjacent triangle meshes is only taken from those parts of the occluding ge-
ometry that are close to the occlusion boundaries.

arately. Using the pelvis as an example, the scheme works as follows: First, a
slightly enlarged bounding box of the pelvis is generated. All triangle vertices on
directly adjacent segments (i.e. torso and upper legs) that are inside that bound-
ing box are trimmed. For each input camera view, the visibility of each vertex
in the pelvis is determined from the trimmed version of the model. In Fig. 4.3
the trimming procedure for the pelvis segment is visualized. The white regions
on the pelvis illustrate those parts of the geometry that have been visible in input
camera 2 even in the untrimmed model. All pelvis areas with another color were
occluded by one of the directly adjacent segments. By this means, we implicitly
create texture information for parts of the surface geometry that are invisible due
to mutual occlusion between neighboring triangle meshes. Our visibility compu-
tation scheme makes sure that occluded texture parts are filled-in from those parts
of the occluding geometry that are spatially close to the occlusion boundary on
the 3D surface (Fig. 4.4). Texture parts of the occluder that are far from from the
occlusion boundary do not contribute to the occluded texture area.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5: (a) Color-coded rendition showing from what time steps of multi-
view video each texel in the final texture of the left upper leg was recon-
structed. Consistent segment texture with (b) and without (c) mean filtering
of areas that do not stem from the reference texture. Smoothed areas are
encircled in red.

In step 2, thetexture combinationstep, we merge all single-time-step textures,
stexi, into one final texture (Fig. 4.6a). The texture generated from the model
in the initialization pose,stex1, is considered as the reference texture. For every
texel instex1 whose color is not known we make a look-up, in ascending order,
into all remaining single-time-step texturesstexi,i ∈ {2, . . . , U}. The color of the
texel is copied from the first texture in which it is visible. Fig. 4.5a illustrates from
what time steps of the multi-view video sequence the colors in the final texture of
the left upper leg were taken. Color discontinuities in the final texture that may
arise in those areas that have not been reconstructed from the reference time step
are smoothed by locally applying a mean filter (Fig. 4.5b,c).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: An example of a complete body texture (a) and a packed face
texture (b) for a male avatar.

In many virtual environments it is a nice feature to be able to express the mood of
the avatar with a texture that shows a particular facial expression. One can store
a complete body texture for each facial expression. Making use of our texture
parameterization which maps each body segment to a 2d patch in the texture do-
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main, we can optimize this storage. As an optional step, our approach thus allows
the user to manually select a set of time steps from the input sequence that show
interesting facial expressions. For each of these time steps, we create a separate
texture of the face segment only. All face textures are efficiently stored in a packed
format (Fig. 4.6b). The packed face texture can be loaded together with the full
body texture and, depending on the actor’s mood, the facial expression can be
changed on-the-fly (Fig. 4.7).

4.4 Results

We have several multi-view video test sequences of a male and a female actor
wearing different types of apparel at our disposition. Each of the input sequences
is between 3 and 7 seconds long. We employed different number of frames for
texture reconstruction. A comparison revealed that 5 frames are sufficient to create
a complete texture without artifacts. On a PC featuring a PentiumTM 4 CPU and
an Nvidia GeForce 6800 GPU one iteration of the skeleton rescaling method on
average takes around 1 minute. We employ 5 times steps for spatio-temporal
free-form deformation, which takes around 15 minutes to find optimal scaling
parameters. The spatio-temporal texture reconstruction method takes, on average,
around 40 seconds if 5 time steps of the MVV sequence are considered. On the
whole our method requires 17 minutes for processing a sequence.

Figs. 4.8a,b show a comparison between the actor as he appears in one of the
video frames, and the rendered avatar in a novel body pose. Our approach faith-
fully captures the shape and the textural appearance of the actor in different types
of apparel. Even in body poses that are significantly different from any of the cap-
tured ones, appearance artifacts due to texture undersampling are hardly visible.

Fig. 4.8c demonstrates that, if the surface texture is only reconstructed from a
single time step, severe rendering artifacts may appear at segment boundaries.
In contrast, our spatio-temporal texture reconstruction scheme generates a very
consistent surface texture (Fig. 4.8d).

In addition, our approach enables to capture various face textures and store them
in a compact format. Two renditions of the avatar with different facial expressions
are illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The reconstructed realistic virtual humans can be used
to realistically populate artificial virtual environments (Fig. 4.8e).

Our results show that the employment of image data of multiple body poses during
texture reconstruction enables us to reconstruct human avatars that exhibit a very
high visual quality. Although we employ specialized multi-view video hardware
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Figure 4.7: Different moods of the avatar can be expressed with different
facial expressions.

for acquisition, images of a human in different body poses that were captured with
several digital photo cameras could also be employed.

Despite the high achievable visual quality our approach is subject to a few lim-
itations. If a surface point is never seen by any of the cameras, and if this non-
visibility is not due to self-occlusion of adjacent body parts, no texture information
can be reconstructed for that area. However, in practice this almost never happens.
It is also not a principal limitation of our method but a problem that can not sat-
isfactorily be solved by any image-based approach. Furthermore, the segmented
geometry of our model may lead to discontinuities in the surface appearance if
the model’s stance is greatly different from the reference pose. This is a limitation
of the segmented body model, and in the next chapters, we demonstrate that a
single-skin model results in much higher quality of renditions.

Despite these limitations, we have demonstrated that we can robustly reconstruct
highly realistic virtual humans based on simple-to-parameterize model from only
a handful of images.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a fully-automatic approach to generate a personalized
avatar from multi-view video data of a moving person. Our method is based on
a generic human body model whose pose and geometry can be modified by opti-
mizing only a handful of parameters. By employing dynamic multi-view image
data for shape customization and texture reconstruction we obtain convincing vir-
tual humans that exhibit a visual quality that would not have been achievable by
reconstructing from single-pose photographs.

Some of the limitations in our approach arise from the use of the segmented
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model. In our work on relightable free-viewpoint video (PartIII), we show that the
use of single skin human body model can greatly enhance the reconstruction qual-
ity and results in even more realistic renditions. Similarly, unlike the static texture
used to capture the appearance of the avatar, the later problems in this thesis fo-
cus on capturing dynamic surface details both in the geometry and surface texture.
The work on relightable free-viewpoint video demonstrates that high quality time-
varying details can not only be authentically reconstructed but can also be stored
in a very compact manner in the form of time-varying surface textures. In Part IV
of this thesis, we demonstrate that time-varying details can be directly captured in
the geometry which results in a very high quality of reconstructed animations.
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4.8: (a),(b) Comparisons between real and the virtual humans: In
each triplet, the image on the left shows one of the multi-view video frames
used to reconstruct an avatar. The two images to the right show renditions of
the virtual human in novel body poses that have not been seen by any cam-
era. (c) If the texture is only reconstructed from one time step of video black
seams may appear at segment boundaries on the rendered model. (d) Our
spatio-temporal texture reconstruction method eliminates these artifacts. (e)
An avatar can be used to insert a real-world person into arbitrary virtual
environments.
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Part III

High Quality Relightable
Free-Viewpoint Video





Chapter 5

Problem Statement

This part reviews two methods that enhance the reconstruction of
relightable free-viewpoint videos from multi-view video data. First,
the related work in this area is reviewed, then a method for improving
spatio-temporal texture registration is presented. Finally, a method
for reducing bias in the reflectance estimation approach is described.

In the previous chapter we presented a method for automatic reconstruction of per-
sonalized human avatars. The method captured the true shape of the human actor
and reconstructed a static surface texture for the realistic renditions of the avatar.
This technology is suitable for a wider audience as a part of a general setup but
not very suitable for a specific application that requires higher quality renditions.
A static surface texture for rendering 3D videos would result in very unlifelike
animations. Additionally, recent advances in graphics hardware and rendering
algorithms enable the creation of images of unprecedented realism in real-time.
In order to capitalize on these novel rendering possibilities, however, ever more
detailed and accurate scene descriptions must be created. The price to pay can
be measured in working hours spent to create detailed geometry meshes, com-
plex textures, convincing shaders, and authentic animations: Apparently, scene
modeling is becoming a limiting factor in realistic rendering.

In order to avoid excessive modeling times, we can again look at capturing suit-
able models directly from the real world objects. Image- and video-based ren-
dering (IBR/VBR) approaches pursue this notion, aiming at automatically gener-
ating visually authentic computer models from real world-recorded objects and
events [Kanade97]. Many of these techniques show how to interactively ren-
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der photo-realistic views from real world-captured, dynamic scenes (see also
Sect. 5.1). While the ability to realistically display dynamic events from novel
viewpoints has by itself already a number of intriguing applications, the next step
is to use objects that have been captured in the real world for augmenting virtual
scenes. To import a real-world object into surroundings different from the record-
ing environment, however, its appearance must be adapted to the new illumination
situation. To do so, the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
must be known for all object surface points. Data-driven [Debevec00, Matusik03]
as well as model-based [Marschner98, Lensch03] methods have been proposed
to recover and represent the BRDF of real-world materials. Unfortunately, these
methods cannot be directly applied to dynamic objects exhibiting time-varying
surface geometry and constantly changing local illumination.

Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05b] [Theobalt05a] presented an approach that jointly
captures shape, motion and time-varying surface reflectance of people. In their
work, they used a silhouette based analysis through synthesis method to capture
the shape and motion of the human actor [Carranza03]. They also presented an
image-based warping method to enhance the multi-view photo consistency in the
presence of inexact body geometry. Finally, they also presented methods to esti-
mate surface reflectance properties and time-varying normal field of the moving
actor.

In this part of the thesis, we present some methodical improvements to their orig-
inal pipeline. We slightly modified acquisition setup, and now only employ a
single lighting configuration using two spot lights (Chapter 3). Moreover, we
discard the segmented human body model and employ a single skin template
model [Theobalt07]. Extending their work on enhancing photo-consistency, us-
ing the same framework, we introduce a spatio-temporal registration method that
compensates shifting of the apparel over the body [Ahmed07a] [Theobalt07].
Their original reflectance estimation considered each point surface individually.
Without modifying individual component of their work flow pipeline, we intro-
duce a new sampling method for the surface reflectance estimation that only mod-
ifies the reflectance samples for each surface point. Our novel spatio-temporal
reflectance sharing method ensures that the surface reflectance properties are not
biased towards the recording environment [Ahmed07b].

Contributions of this part are:

• An algorithm to detect and compensate lateral shifting of textiles,

• a spatio-temporal reflectance sharing method that reduces bias in the esti-
mated BRDF parameters.
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5.1 Related Work

We capitalize on previous research in many areas, but primarily pick up ideas from
the fields of free-viewpoint video and image-based reflectance estimation.

Research in free-viewpoint video aims at developing methods for photo-realistic,
real-time rendering of previously captured real-world scenes. The goal is to give
the user the freedom to interactively navigate his or her viewpoint freely through
the rendered scene. Early research that paved the way for free-viewpoint video
was presented in the field of image-based rendering (IBR). Shape-from-silhouette
methods reconstruct geometry models of a scene from multi-view silhouette im-
ages or video streams. Examples are image-based [Matusik00, Würmlin02] or
polyhedral visual hull methods [Matsuyama02], as well as approaches perform-
ing point-based reconstruction [Gross03]. The combination of stereo reconstruc-
tion with visual hull rendering leads to a more faithful reconstruction of surface
concavities [Li02]. Stereo methods have also been applied to reconstruct and
render dynamic scenes [Zitnick04, Kanade97], some of them employing active
illumination [Waschb̈usch05]. Alternatively, a complete parameterized geome-
try model can be used to pursue a model-based approach towards free-viewpoint
video [Carranza03]. On the other hand, light field rendering [Levoy96] is em-
ployed in the 3D TV system [Matusik04] to enable simultaneous scene acquisition
and rendering in real-time.

IBR methods can visualize a recorded scene only for the same illumination con-
ditions that it was captured in. For correct relighting, it is necessary to recover
complete surface reflectance characteristics.

The estimation of reflection properties from still images has been addressed in
many different ways. Typically, a single point light source is used to illumi-
nate an object of known 3D geometry consisting of only one material. One
common approach is to take HDR images of a curved object, yielding a differ-
ent incident and outgoing directions per pixel and thus capturing a vast number
of reflectance samples in parallel. Often, the parameters of an analytic BRDF
model are fit to the measured data [Sato97, Lensch03] or a data-driven model
is used [Matusik03]. Reflectance measurements of scenes with more complex
incident illumination can be derived by either a full-blown inverse global il-
lumination approach [Yu99, Gibson01, Boivin01] or by representing the inci-
dent light field as an environment map and solving for the direct illumination
component only [Yu98, Ramamoorthi01, Nishino01]. Reflection properties to-
gether with measured photometric data can also be used to derive geometric
information of the original object [Zhang99]. Rushmeier et al. estimate dif-
fuse albedo and normal map from photographs with varied incident light di-
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rections [Rushmeier97, Bernardini01]. A linear light source is employed by
Gardner et al. [Gardner03] to estimate BRDF properties and surface normal.
In [Georghiades03, Goldman04], reflectance and shape of static scenes are si-
multaneously refined using a single light source in each photograph.

Instead of explicitly reconstructing a mathematical reflectance model, it has also
been tried to take an image-based approach to relighting. In [Hawkins04] a
method to generate animatable and relightable face models from images taken
with a special light stage is described. Wenger et al. [Wenger05] extend the light
stage device such that it enables capturing of dynamic reflectance fields. Their
results are impressive, however it is not possible to change the viewpoint in the
scene. Einarsson et al. [Einarsson06] extend it further by using a large light stage,
a treadmill where the person walks on, and light field rendering for display. Hu-
man performances can be rendered from novel perspectives and relit.

Our work on spatio-temporal reflectance sharing has been inspired by the re-
flectance sharing method of Zickler et al. to reconstruct appearance of static
scenes [Zickler05]. By regarding reflectance estimation as a scattered interpo-
lation problem, they can exploit spatial coherence to obtain more reliable surface
estimate. Our algorithm exploits both spatial and temporal coherence to reliably
estimate dynamic reflectance. However, since a full-blown scattered data inter-
polation would be illusive with our huge sets of samples, we propose a faster
heuristic approach to reflectance sharing.



Chapter 6

Reflectance Sharing and
Spatio-Temporal Registration for

Improved 3D Video Relighting

This chapter describes two extensions to the earlier work on
reconstructing relightable 3D videos. First a method for improv-
ing spatio-temporal registration of the dynamic texture is described,
which detects and compensates shifting of cloth over the body surface.
Finally, a reflectance sharing approach for reducing spatio-temporal
bias in the estimated surface reflectance properties is presented.

6.1 Overview

Fig. 6.1 illustrates the workflow between the components of the joint shape, mo-
tion and reflectance capture approach presented by Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a]
after our two enhancements. Our proposed methods (Fig. 6.1, highlighted by
magenta rectangles), sit in between the pipeline and do not modify the original
surface reflectance and normal field estimation procedures.

Although the details of Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a] original framework, as a
whole, are not the subject of this thesis, for better understanding we briefly elab-
orate on the acquisition setup in Sect. 6.2 and employed model-based marker-less
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Figure 6.1: Algorithmic workflow of the original pipeline wit h our two en-
hancements (highlighted by magenta rectangles).

motion capture algorithm in Sect. 6.3. Their image-based warping method for the
texture registration will be discussed in Sect. 6.4.

Our enhancement to the texture registration method, which addresses the issue of
detecting and compensating the shifting of the apparel over the body surface by
means of an automatic cloth shift detection procedure is presented in Sect. 6.5.

In order to motivate for our spatio-temporal reflectance sharing method we will
describe the basic principals of dynamic reflectometry that is used in the original
pipeline in Sect. 6.6.

The fixed arrangement of the camera and light sources in the acquisition system
can lead to biased sampling of the reflectance space. To reduce this bias a novel
spatio-temporal reflectance sharing method that combines dynamic reflectance
samples from different surface points of similar material during BRDF estima-
tion of each surface element in texture space (texel) is presented in Sect. 6.7.

6.2 Acquisition

Inputs to Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a] method are synchronized multi-view video
sequences captured with eight calibrated cameras that feature 1004x1004 pixel
image sensors and record at 25 fps. The cameras are placed in an approximately
circular arrangement around the center of the scene which is illuminated by two
calibrated spot lights. Since the BRDF estimation from the estimation of the dy-
namic normal maps is conceptually separated, two types of multi-view video se-
quence for each person and each type of apparel are recorded. In the first type
of sequence, the so-called reflectance estimation sequence (RES), the person per-
forms a simple rotation if front of the acquisition setup. One RES is recorded
for each actor and each type of apparel, and it is later used to reconstruct the
per-texel BRDF models. In the second type of sequence, the so-called dynamic
scene sequence (DSS), the actor performs arbitrary movements. Several DSS are
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.2: (a) Input frame, (b) body model in same pose, and (c) silhouette
matching.

recorded, and from each of them, one relightable free-viewpoint video clip is re-
constructed. Also the second component of their dynamic reflectance model, the
dynamic normal maps, are reconstructed from each DSS.

6.3 Reconstructing Dynamic Human Shape
and Motion

An analysis-through-synthesis approach is employed to capture both shape and
motion of the actor from multi-view video footage without having to resort to
optical markers in the scene. It employs a template human body model con-
sisting of a kinematic skeleton and a single-skin triangle mesh surface geome-
try [Carranza03, Theobalt04]. In an initialization step, the shape and proportions
of the template are matched to the recorded silhouettes of the actor. After shape
initialization, the model is made to follow the motion of the actor over time by in-
ferring optimal pose parameters at each time step of video using the same silhou-
ette matching principle, Fig. 6.2. This dynamic shape reconstruction framework
is applied to every time step of each captured sequence, i.e. both RES and DSS.
This way for each time step of video the orientation of each surface point with re-
spect to the acquisition setup is known, which is a precondition for the subsequent
dynamic reflectometry procedure.

Given the moving geometry, all input video frames and all corresponding data
required for reflectance estimation (e.g. image samples, normals, visibility infor-
mation, light vectors) are transformed into sequences of textures. Throughout the
work, 1024x1024-texel texture maps are used, where the texel is a surface element
in the texture space. The model’s surface is parameterized over a 2D square. For
the BRDF and time-varying normal estimation a parameterization with minimal
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Figure 6.3: Human body model and the corresponding texture parameteri-
zations (colors=normals encoded in RGB).

surface distortion is required. To achieve this, a parameterization (Parameteriza-
tion A) that leaves the mesh boundary free and results in fairly uniform distribu-
tion of samples [Zayer05b] is employed, Fig. 6.3. For the purpose of cloth shift
detection, on the other hand, a parameterization (Parameterization B) with a fixed
square boundary is preferred, Fig. 6.3.

6.4 Warp Correction

Although the body model initialization procedure yields a faithful representation
of the person’s true geometry, small inaccuracies between the real human and its
digital counterpart are inevitable. Due to these geometry inaccuracies, pixels from
different input views may get mapped to the same texel position in different MVV
textures, even though they do not correspond to the same surface element of the
true body geometry.

One common strategy to enhance model-to-texture consistency is to deform the
geometry until an overall photo-consistency measure is maximized. For instance,
[de Aguiar05, K̈uck04] deform model geometry from input images by jointly op-
timizing multi-view silhouette- and photo-consistency. In a similar line of think-
ing, [Herńandez04] jointly employs silhouette and stereo constraints to deform
scene geometry from images. Geometry deformation-based optimization, how-
ever, tends to give unstable results, in particular due to nonlinear optimizations
that are normally required.
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Figure 6.4: Cloth shift between two subsequent combined textures t and t+1
(in parameterization B) is found via optical flow. In the middle, detected
shifted areas are shown in red. Finally, the shift is encoded in the warped
texture-coordinates.

Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a] presented an optical flow based image-warping ap-
proach that instead of moving surface elements to their correct locations in 3D,
move the image pixels within the 2D input image planes until they all become
photo-consistent given the available geometry. To establish per-pixel correspon-
dences, the warping operation itself is based on the optical flow [Lucas81] be-
tween the reference image and the target image. A regular 2D triangle mesh is su-
perimposed on the reprojected model image, per-vertex displacements are derived
from the optical flow values, and the mesh is deformed accordingly via thin-plate
spline interpolation [Farin99]. Finally, the warped reprojected image is created on
the GPU.

In the next section we will present our cloth shift detection and compensation
approach making use of this image warping technique.

6.5 Cloth Shift Detection and Compensation

BRDF estimation procedure presented in [Theobalt05a] assumes that a static set
of material parameters can be assigned to each point on the model’s surface. In re-
ality, however, this assumption does not hold since the apparel of the person shifts
across the body while she is moving. Prior to surface reflectance, we thus esti-
mate the motion of the apparel over time and register all surface textures against
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a reference texture. Please note that we can still reproduce the true shifting of the
apparel during rendering by making the cloth motion information accessible to
the renderer. During display, the renderer warps the estimated static BRDF tex-
tures back into their true position. We employ the following method to detect the
shifting of cloth in the texture domain, Fig. 6.4:

Our reference time step is the last frame of the RES because after this frame
the actor goes on performing for the DSS. MVV textures for this frame and all
the frames of the DSS are resampled into a weightedly blended single texture
in parameterization B. Cloth shift is detected by computing an optical flow field
between subsequent blended textures. This flow field describes for each texel how
it shifts across the body surface. This texel motion information is made accessible
to the reflectance estimation process as well as the renderer in the form of warped
texture coordinates.

Please remember that we use texture parameterization A for sampling, but tex-
ture parameterization B for cloth shift computation. We make use of this pa-
rameterization because it has well defined boundaries in the texture space, un-
like the free boundary representation in parameterization A where the there is no
well defined correspondence between the boundary pixels of each side of the cut.
Therefore, we project the parameterization A texture coordinates of the reference
frame into parameterization B to obtain the texture coordinate imageICoordAB(0).
Given the accumulated displacements from the pairwise flow fields we can deform
ICoordAB(0) such that it matches the texture at each time of input video using the
method from Sect. 6.4. Note that it is essential to compute the cloth motion rela-
tive to the previous frame and accumulate the displacement over time. Only this
way, appearance differences due to lighting changes can be robustly handled.

The sequence of deformed texture coordinates enables us to account for cloth
shifting during estimation and rendering, although only a static set of BRDF pa-
rameters are estimated.

6.6 Dynamic Reflectometry

Dynamic reflectance model presented in presented in [Theobalt05a] consists
of two components, a static parametric isotropic BRDF for each surface
point [Phong75, Lafortune97a], as well as a description of the time-varying di-
rection of the normal at each surface location. The first component of the re-
flectance model is reconstructed from the video frames of the reflectance estima-
tion sequence, the second component is reconstructed from each dynamic scene
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Figure 6.5: Steps to estimate per-texel BRDFs.

sequence. BRDF reconstruction is formulated as an energy minimization prob-
lem in the BRDF parameters [Theobalt05a]. This minimization problem has to be
solved for each surface point separately.

In the first step the reflectance samples are clustered to determine what material
a surface element, i.e., each texel in the texture maps, belongs. The number of
materials is preset a priori. A straightforward color based clustering approach
that considers raw color values is employed. The clustering step is important
because unlike the diffuse BRDF which is measured for each texel separately,
the specular component of the BRDF is estimated for each cluster. The energy
functional measures the error between the recorded reflectance samples of the
point under consideration and the predicted surface appearance according to the
current BRDF parameters. Estimates of the BRDF parameters are used to refine
the surface geometry by keeping the reflectance parameters fixed and minimizing
the same functional in the normal direction, Fig 6.5. Once the BRDF parameters
have been recovered from the RES, a similar minimization procedure is used to
reconstruct the time-varying normal field from each DSS.

In the original pipeline, as it was summarized above, BRDF parameters were esti-
mated for each surface point by taking only reflectance samples of this particular
point itself into account. In the following, we present a novel spatio-temporal
sampling scheme that reduces the risks of a bias in the BRDF estimates by also
taking into account dynamic reflectance samples from other surface points with
similar material properties.

6.7 Spatio-Temporal Reflectance Sharing

Although Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a] showed that it is feasible to reconstruct
dynamic surface reflectance properties using only eight cameras and a static set
of light sources, this type of sensor arrangement leads to a biased sampling of the
reflectance space. By looking at its appearance from each camera view over time,
we can generate for each surface point, or equivalently, for each texel~x a set ofN
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Figure 6.6: Weighted selection of samples. Samples from the similar patches
are added to the samples from the original texel. Additional samples are
selected according to a weighting criteria that is based on their maximum
angular difference from the samples of original texel.

appearance samples

Dyx(~x) = {Si | Si = (Ii, l̂i, v̂i), i ∈ {1, . . . , N}} (6.1)

Each sampleSi stores a tuple of data comprising of the captured image intensity
Ii (from one of the cameras), the direction to the light sourcel̂i, and the viewing
directionv̂i. Please note that only if a point has been illuminated by exactly one
light source, a sample is generated. If a point is totally in shadow, illuminated
by two light sources, or not seen from the camera, no sample is created. Our
acquisition setup comprising of only 8 cameras and 2 light sources is comparably
simple and inexpensive. However, the fixed relative arrangement of cameras and
light sources may induce a bias in Dyx(~x). There are two primary reasons for this:

• Due to the fixed relative arrangement of cameras and light sources, each
surface point is only seen under a fixed number of half vector directions
ĥ = l̂ + v̂.

• Even if the person performs a very expressive motion in the RES, samples
lie on “slices” of the hemispherical space of possible incoming light and
outgoing viewing directions.

Both of these factors possibly lead to BRDF estimates that may not generalize
well to lighting conditions that are very different to the acquisition setup.
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Figure 6.7: Texture-space layout of surface patches. Patches of same material
are clustered according to the average normal direction. For this illustration,
patches of the same material are colored in the same overall tone (e.g. blue
for the shirt) but different intensities.

By means of a novel spatio-temporal sampling strategy, called spatio-temporal re-
flectance sharing, we can reduce the bias, Fig. 6.6. The guiding idea behind this
novel scheme is to use more than the samples Dyx(~x) that have been measured for
the point~x itself while the BRDF parameters for the point~x are estimated. The ad-
ditional samples, combined in a set Dyxcompl(~x), stem from other locations on the
surface that are made of similar material. These additional samples have poten-
tially been seen under different lighting and viewing directions than the samples
from Dyx(~x) and can thus expand the sampling range. It is the main challenge to
incorporate these samples into the reflectance estimation at~x in a way that aug-
ments the generality of the measured BRDFs but does not compromise the ability
to capture spatial variation in surface appearance.

By explaining each step that is taken to draw samples for a particular surface point
~x, we illustrate how we attack this challenge:

In a first step, the surface is clustered into patches of similar average normal di-
rections and same material, Fig. 6.7. Materials are clustered by means of a simple
k-means clustering using average diffuse colors. The normal directionn̂ of ~x de-
fines the reference normal direction, Fig. 6.6a. Now, a listL of patches consisting
of the same material as~x is generated.L is sorted according to increasing an-
gular deviation of average patch normal direction and reference normal direction,
Fig. 6.6b. Now,np many patchesP0, ..., Pnp

are drawn fromL by choosing every
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lth list element. From each patch, a texel is selected at random, resulting in a set of
texels,T = ~xP0

, ..., ~xPnp
. The set of texelsT has been selected in a way that max-

imizes the number of different surface orientations. From the reflectance samples
associated with texels inT , we now select a subset Dyxcompl(~x) that maximizes
the coverage of the 4D hemispherical space of light and view directions. In order
to decide which samples fromT are potential candidates for this set, we employ
the following selection mechanism.

A weighting functionδ(S1, S2) is applied that measures the difference of two
samplesS1 = (l̂1, v̂1) andS2 = (l̂2, v̂2) in the 4D sample space as follows:

δ(S1, S2) = ∆(l̂1, l̂2) + ∆(v̂1, v̂2) (6.2)

where∆ denotes the angular difference between two vectors. We employδ to se-
lect for each sampleSr in T its closest sampleSclosestin Dyx(~x), i.e. the sample for
whichωSr

= δ(Sr, Sclosest) is minimal, Fig. 6.6d. Each sampleSr is now weighted
by ωSr

. Only thedαNe samples fromT with the highest weights eventually find
their way into Dyxcompl(~x), Fig. 6.6e. In Sect. 6.8, we show that at around 34% we
get maximum improvement from additional samples, therefore we set the value of
α = 0.66. The BRDF parameters for~x are estimated by taking all of the samples
from Dyx(~x)

⋃

Dyxcompl(~x) into account, Fig. 6.6f. For estimation, we make use
of the original dynamic reflectometry method detailed in Sect. 6.6.

6.8 Results and Validation

In the previous sections, we presented two enhancements to the original work on
joint motion and reflectance estimation scheme of Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a].
We presented a spatio-temporal registration technique and a novel spatio-temporal
reflectance sharing method for enhancing the quality of relightable free-viewpoint
videos.

We have validated our approach by visual inspection and quantitative evalua-
tion. We have processed 2 different input sequences using Phong and Lafortune
BRDFs. They cover 2 different human subjects,2 different types of apparel, and
comprise 150 to 350 frames each. For numerical verifications, we restrict our-
selves to Phong sequences.

For texture registration, we assess the multi-view warping quality by comparing
the image differences between reference views and reprojected model views be-
fore and after the warp. The local registration improvements in single image pairs
lead to a global improvement in multi-view texture-to-model consistency. With
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Figure 6.8: Screen-shots of relightable 3D videos rendered under captured
real-world illumination. (a) Without cloth-shift detection, the seam of the t-
shirt is rendered incorrectly. (b) With cloth shift detection, it is reproduced
accurately.

respect to one input stream not used for reconstruction we have obtained a peak-
signal-to-noise-ration improvement of 0.2 dB using cloth shift compensation. On
a Pentium IV 3.0 GHz, cloth shift compensation takes around 35s for each time
step of the video. Although these quantitative improvements may appear small,
their influence on the overall visual is quality is well-pronounced. Fig. 6.8 shows
how it corrects the movement of seams of the shirt over the surface.

Although cloth shift compensation and warp correction lead to visual improve-
ments in the majority of cases, isolated local deteriorations are still possible. Cloth
shift detection, for example, sometimes erroneously classifies evolving wrinkles
as shifting of apparel. Also, in case of strongly incorrect body geometry, warp cor-
rection may induce noticeable discontinuities on the surface, e.g. due to changing
reference cameras or visibility boundaries. Luckily, for the types of scene we
intend to handle, body shape is already so close to the true geometry that these
discontinuities play no significant role. We nonetheless leave the decision if ei-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.9: Comparison of renditions under captured real-world illumi-
nation such as the St Peter’s Basilica environment map (a),(b) and the
Grace Cathedral environment (c),(d) courtesy of Paul Debevec. One
can see that compared to renditions obtained without spatio-temporal re-
flectance sharing ((a) (c)), subtle surface details are much better repro-
duced in the renditions obtained with spatio-temporal reflectance sharing
((b) (d)). A high quality video comparison can be seen in http://www.mpi-
inf.mpg.de/˜nahmed/Mirage07.avi.

ther of the two methods are used to the user.

We verified our spatio-temporal reflectance sharing method both visually and
quantitatively, and show that the novel reflectance sampling method leads to
BRDF estimation that generalizes better to lighting conditions different from the
acquisition setup. Fig. 6.9 shows a side-by-side comparison between the results
obtained with and without spatio-temporal reflectance sharing. Both human sub-
jects are rendered under real world illumination using HDR environment maps.
One can see that with the exploitation of spatial coherence, more surface detail is
preserved under those lighting conditions which are strongly different from acqui-
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Figure 6.10: PSNR values with respect to ground truth for different numbers
of additional samplesDyxcompl(~x).

sition setup. The difference is more pronounced in the accompanying video which
can be downloaded from http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/˜nahmed/Mirage07.avi.

In addition to visual comparison, we also validated the method by comparing the
average peak-signal-to-noise-ratio with respect to input video stream obtained un-
der two calibrated lighting conditions as described above. We reconstructed the
BRDF of the test subject under lighting setup LC B with and without our new
reflectance sampling. Subsequently, we calculated the PSNR with the ground
truth images of the person illuminated under setup LC A. Using our novel sam-
pling method, we have estimated surface reflectance using different percentages
of additional samples. For each case, we computed the PSNR with respect to the
ground truth. Fig. 6.10 shows the results that we obtained. Note that the graph of
the original method (green line) is constant over the increasing number of sam-
ples just for the illustration purpose because it only considers the samples from a
single texel. With spatio-temporal reflectance sharing (red line) both results are
exactly the same in the beginning as no additional samples are considered, but it
can be seen that the PSNR improves as additional samples are taken into account.
We get a peak at around 30%-40% of additional samples. With the inclusion of
more samples the PSNR gradually decreases as the ever increasing number of
additional samples compromises the estimation of the reflectance’s spatial vari-
ance. At maximum, we obtain a PSNR improvement of 0.75 dB. Although we
have performed the PSNR evaluation only for one sequence, we are confident that
for others it will exhibit similar results. This assumption is further supported by
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the more compelling visual appearance obtained for all the other test data that we
have used.

6.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented two improvements to the original work of Theobalt
et al. [Theobalt05a] on joint shape, motion and reflectance capture. We presented
an image-based spatio-temporal registration technique that compensates for the
shifting of cloth across the body’s surface enables high-quality reconstruction of
model-based relightable 3D videos. Quality improvements in the real-time ren-
derings were shown both quantitatively and visually.

Our spatio-temporal reflectance sharing method reduces the bias in BRDF esti-
mation for dynamic scenes. Our algorithm exploits spatial coherence by pooling
samples of different surface location to robustify reflectance estimation. In ad-
dition, it exploits temporal coherence by taking into consideration samples from
different steps of video. Despite the spatial-temporal resampling, our algorithm is
capable of reliably capturing spatially-varying reflectance properties. By means
of spatio-temporal reflectance sharing, we obtain convincing 3D video renditions
in real-time even under lighting conditions which differ strongly from the acqui-
sition setup.

Our methods are independent of this specific framework and can be employed
independently. In the overall pipeline of the earlier work they do not change the
estimation procedure in dynamic reflectometry. In the next part of this thesis we
will continue with the improvements and make use of estimated dynamic nor-
mal field in the original method and transfer it into highly detailed time-varying
geometry deformations.



Part IV

Highly Detailed Dynamic
Geometry via Simultaneous

Reflectance and Normal Capture





Chapter 7

Problem Statement

This part proposes a new data fusion framework for adding high
quality details to dynamic geometry. The animated template mesh
used in relightable free-viewpoint video does not exhibit subtle
dynamic surface details, e.g. wrinkles in clothing. These changes
were captured in the time-varying normal field. Using the estimated
reflectance field and the dynamic normal field, high quality time-
varying details are added to the template geometry. First the related
work in this area is discussed and later the solution to get the detailed
dynamic geometry is proposed.

In the previous part of this thesis we presented two improvements to the work
of Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a] for reconstructing high quality relightable free-
viewpoint video. In their work they first performed marker-less motion capture on
the input data in order to make a coarse kinematic template (shown in Fig. 7.1b)
follow the motion of the actor and also captured the true shape of the actor. Sub-
sequently, a reflectance model for each point on the surface was reconstructed,
and was exploited to measure a dynamic surface normal field parameterized over
the smooth template mesh. The dynamic normal field was applied as a bump
map over the smooth template geometry. While the animated template along
with the BRDF parameters and dynamic normal field was sufficient for render-
ing relightable free-viewpoint video, one of the limitation of the original template
geometry that it did not incorporate true time-varying geometry, remained. For
realistic renderings of 3D videos from novel viewpoints, having the true detailed
geometry would result in the accurate appearance as opposed to only using the
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bump maps. Hand-crafting detailed moving scene geometry is acumbersome pro-
cess, as it requires tedious manual work or computationally expensive numerical
simulations (e.g. for clothing). The development of scanning devices that deliver
fine-grained shape models of at least static scenes has therefore greatly facilitated
animation production. Unfortunately, capturing high-quality time-varying shape
of dynamic scenes at the same level of fidelity is still a big challenge. First ap-
proaches to reach this goal were based on active video-based measurement, such
as structured light, or employed a combination of visual hull and stereo. While the
former approaches are merely usable for small-scale scenes (e.g. faces) and inter-
ference makes multi-view recording difficult, stereo approaches often fall short in
delivering the high level of accuracy that computer animation requires (Sect. 7.1).

In this part of the thesis, we propose a new method to passively capture highly-
detailed dynamic surface geometry of humans from multiple video recordings
under calibrated lighting [Ahmed08a]. We make use of the previous work on re-
lightable free-viewpoint video ([Theobalt05a] and Chapter 6) and present a solu-
tion of the difficult problem of converting a potentially noise-contaminated normal
field parametrized over an arbitrarily shaped smooth surface into highly-detailed
time-varying scene geometry. The first contribution of this method is an improve-
ment over our original surface reflectance and normal estimation approach which
now employs robust statistics to handle sensor noise more faithfully, Sect. 8.3.
The second and most important contribution is a new spatio-temporal deforma-
tion framework that enables us to transform the moving template geometry and
the time-varying normal field into true spatio-temporally varying scene geometry
that reproduces geometric surface detail at millimeter-scale accuracy, Sect. 8.4.
Standard normal field integration schemes are not feasible in this setting as they
often perform poorly in the presence of noise and as they do not easily generalize
to the case of arbitrarily oriented base surfaces in 3D. In contrast, we formulate the
problem as a spatio-temporal Markov Random field such that we can reconstruct
fine-grained geometry that is spatially accurate, as well as temporally smooth,
even if the input was affected by noise.

We demonstrate and validate the accuracy of our method based on several real-
world sequences, Sect. 8.5.

7.1 Related Work

Most systems that can capture dynamic scene geometry at millimeter scale ac-
curacy are restricted to confined spatial volumes, e.g. structured light systems
for facial performance capture [Zhang04]. Mainly due to interference and spa-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.1: Input video frame (a), smooth 3D template model in same pose
(b), our detailed 3D surface model with true geometric detail such as wrinkles
on the shirt (c).

tial resolution issues, it is hard to apply these methods for capturing humans
from multiple views. While a combination of shape-from-silhouette and stereo
is one way to approach the latter scenario, the inherent difficulty and lack of
robustness in stereo make it hard to achieve very high accuracy and resolution
[Hernández04, Starck06].

An alternative to multi-view stereo reconstruction the potential to capture fine-
grained surface detail is photometric stereo, which is a variant of shape-from-
shading. In photometric stereo one makes assumptions about surface reflectance
properties to recover normal orientation from images taken under varying light-
ing [Woodham89, Zhang99]. It has also been tried to simultaneously estimate
reflectance (e.g. BRDF information) and normal data from a variety of 2D images
which were taken under calibrated lighting [Georghiades03, Goldman04]. In this
single 2D view case, normal field integration schemes can be applied to transform
orientation data into true highly-detailed height values [Frankot88, Agrawal06].
Chang et al [Chang07] used level set methods to integrate multi-view normal
fields.

While it is feasible to estimate BRDF and normal orientation also for more
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general static 3D objects that were photographed under a variety of viewpoints
and light directions [Lensch03], the deformation of geometry based on normals
parametrized over a general 3D shape is non-trivial. Standard integration schemes
(assuming orthographic projection and height fields that are parametrized over a
plane) are not applicable anymore since absolute 3D position has to be recovered
and coherence of the displacements over non-planar geometry needs to be assured.

One way to attack this problem is to measure 3D position approximately, e.g. by
stereo or structured light scanning, and use normal information obtained via shape
from shading to improve the initial position estimates and the degree of surface
detail [Herńandez07]. While early work in this direction produced comparably
coarse 3D geometry [Fua94, Lange99], the work by Nehab et al. [Nehab05] pro-
duces detailed models of static objects by refining scanned 3D point positions until
photometrically measured normals are well approximated. Jones et al. [Jones06]
applied the latter technique to improve captured dynamic face geometry, but they
did not formulate it as a spatio-temporal problem nor does their setup scale easily
to larger scenes. Hernandez et al. [Hernández07] use structured light scanning to
produce very high quality dynamic geometry, whereas in comparison we propose
a spatio-temporal coherent passive method.

We capitalize on this idea as well but develop a more advanced reconstruction
approach suitable for large-scale dynamic scenes. In contrast to previous work,
our approach generates geometry that is accurate and detailed at each time step,
and that is coherently deforming over time. We also incorporate characteristics
of measurement noise into the reconstruction process by posing our problem as a
spatio-temporal Markov Random Field (MRF).

The starting point is the work by Theobalt et al. [Theobalt05a] on the relightable
free-viewpoint video, and our improvement to their work that were presented in
the previous part of this thesis. In that work they captured shape, motion, re-
flectance and time-varying normals of human actors from only eight of synchro-
nized video recordings under calibrated lighting. The method parametrizes shape,
motion, and reflectance based on a smooth template body model that lacks any
geometric detail. In this work, we improve the previous reflectance and normal
field estimation approach by using robust statistics. We then propose a new spatio-
temporal MRF framework which transforms smooth geometry and normals into
highly detailed dynamic scene geometry even in the presence of notable measure-
ment noise. As we can process normal fields over arbitrarily shaped time-varying
base surfaces in 3D, we can capture time-varying geometry at detail levels compa-
rably higher by other related approach, such as purely stereo-based reconstruction
methods mentioned earlier.



Chapter 8

Reconstructing High Quality
Time-Varying Geometry

This chapter describes a passive approach to capture true time-
varying scene geometry in large acquisition volumes from multi-view
video. First, an improved method for estimating surface reflectance
properties and a time-varying normal field using a coarse template
shape is described. Later, a statistical method to transform the
captured normal field into true 3D displacements is presented.
Output is a spatio-temporally coherent geometry that models even
the slightest dynamic shape detail as true 3D geometry displacements.

8.1 Overview

Our goal is to passively reconstruct accurate and highly detailed dynamic surface
geometry of humans from only eight synchronized video recordings, Sec. 8.2 and
Fig. 8.1. Starting point for the our methods is the earlier work by Theobalt et
al. [Theobalt05a], which gives us the tracked motion of the actor in input video
recordings. They also parametrizes dynamic scene geometry in the form of an
adaptable kinematic body template with smooth surface geometry that lacks fine
surface details. Using the video sequences recorded under calibrated lighting,
they also estimated surface reflectance properties, i.e. per-surface-point BRDfs,
as well as dynamic normal maps. We extended their work in the previous part of
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this thesis, and we pick up and extend those ideas, such that wecan use the same
acquisition setup, starting with the coarse template model, and add deformations
to the smooth geometry to acquire highly detailed dynamic geometry. We demon-
strate our method on a variety of real world sequences.

To achieve our goal, we first modify the original BRDF estimation pipeline by in-
cluding robust statistics into the reconstruction framework, Sect. 8.3. This allows
us to model the non-Gaussian measurement noise more faithfully. Thereafter, we
estimate dynamic normal (bump maps) from the input video sequences that are de-
fined over the smooth template geometry. Finally, we develop a spatio-temporal
Markov-Random-Field-based surface refinement procedure which is one of the
first to enable integration of normal fields on arbitrarily shaped time-varying tem-
plate geometry. Our new spatio-temporal framework captures at the same time
spatially accurate and temporally smooth geometry and handles sensor noise ro-
bustly, Sect. 8.4.

8.2 Data Acquisition and Template Motion
Estimation

The acquisition procedure, the employed template model and the marker-less mo-
tion estimation approach have been described in detail in [Theobalt05a] and
Chapter 6. For details we would like to refer the reader to Chapter 6.

8.3 Enhanced BRDF Estimation

After performing marker-less motion capture for each frame of multi-view video,
the position and orientation of eachui,j with respect to the calibrated acquisition
apparatus is known. In other words, due to the scene motion it becomes possible
to collect for each point on the surface a variety of reflectance samples, each repre-
senting the appearance of the point from known outgoing viewing and incoming
lighting directions. The original method described in the previous part exploits
this fact in order to estimate for eachui,j a static parametric BRDF model from
the RES. An energy minimization framework was used to compute parameters
of an isotropic Lafortune BRDFfr at each surface point such that the measured
data are best approximated [Lafortune97b]. For solving the dynamic geometry
reconstruction problem addressed here, we replace the original least-squares ap-
proach by a regression framework based on robust Huber statistics [Huber04] as
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Figure 8.1: Overview: The tracked smooth template model (left), along with
per-texel refined normal field (top) and per-texel BRDF parameters (bottom)
are used to estimate detailed time-varying surface geometry (right).

this enables us to obtain more faithful estimates in the presence of non-Gaussian
measurement noise. For each surface pointui,j on the template, we minimize the
following energy functional to find an isotropic BRDF that reproduces the data in
the RES:

EBRDF(ρ(ui,j)) =
T

∑

t

8
∑

c

κc(ui,j, t)H

(

Sc(ui,j, t)−

[
2

∑

e

λe(ui,j, t)(t)(fr(l(ui,j, t),vc(ui,j, t), ρ(ui,j))

· Ie(no(ui,j, t) · l(ui,j, t)))]

)2

. (8.1)

EBRDF is evaluated separately in the red, green and blue color channel.Sc(ui,j, t)
denotes the color ofui,j measured from camerac, andIe denotes the intensity
of light sourcee. The viewing directionsvc(ui,j, t) and light source directions
le(ui,j, t) are expressed inui,j ’s local coordinate frame based on the (template)
surface normalno(ui,j, t). κc(ui,j, t) andλe(ui,j, t) encode the visibility of point
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ui,j with respect to cameras and light sources, respectively. As opposed to the
original least-squares minimization framework which assumes Gaussian noise in
reflectance samples and thus may over-weight outliers, we employ robust Huber
statisticsH as penalizer. The Huber functionH is defined as

H(R) =

{

1
2
R2 , if |R| ≤ k

k|R| − 1
2
k2 , if |R| > k

(8.2)

wherek is the clip threshold [Huber04].dH
dR

is continuous and often referred to
in the literature as the clip function.H preserves the advantageous convergence
properties of anL2 function for inliers, but resorts to anL1 norm for samples that
are likely to be outliers. By this means we implicitly model our noise character-
istics more faithfully as a heavy-tail Gaussian. In order to find the clip threshold
k for H we analyze the variance in captured reflectance samples in a series of
consecutive video frames in which the person remains in a static pose relative to
the cameras. For each color channel and each material we compute the average
variance and use the squared values as material- and color-specific clip thresholds.

In practice BRDF parameters are estimated in a multi-step procedure. First, ma-
terials on the surface are clustered based on average diffuse color and a specular
BRDF component is estimated for each material separately. Thereafter, a per-
texel diffuse model is fit to each surface point after subtracting the previously
estimated specular component from each sample. As our acquisition setup is the
same as described in Sect. 6.2, comprised of eight cameras and two spot lights.
Please note that we only use samples seen by exactly one light source for esti-
mation, which, due to the positioning of lamps in the studio, in reality is true for
over 90% of samples. For numerical minimization, we employ the L-BFGS-B
minimizer [Byrd95].

Given estimates of the BRDF parameters, we can also refine our knowledge about
surface geometry by keeping the reflectance parameters fixed and minimizing the
same functional in the normal direction. Once the BRDF parameters have been
recovered from the RES, a similar minimization procedure is used to reconstruct
the time-varying normal field from each DSS.

8.4 Adding Spatio-Temporally Coherent
Geometric Surface Detail

Dynamic normal fields encode information on high-frequency surface detail
without physically deforming the smooth template surface over which they are
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parametrized. This information is sufficient to render relightable 3D videos of hu-
mans from many angles apart from grazing ones. However, true 3D time-varying
geometric detail is essential in many production quality animation settings where
realistic renditions from novel viewpoints and under arbitrary illumination are ex-
pected. Only true deformed surface geometry will enable correct appearance of
the shape under the final lighting simulation.

In the following, we therefore present a new data fusion framework that trans-
forms the original setup for relightable 3D video capture into a system for high-
quality capture of detailed dynamic surface geometry. Our method is grounded
on the assumption that our smooth template, essentially capturing low frequency
geometry, is already well-aligned with the input.

Our algorithm estimates for each surface pointui,j on the smooth template at each
time stept a 3D displacement vectord(ui,j, t) that yields the true 3D position of
the pointu at t asxd(ui,j, t) = x(ui,j, t) + d(ui,j, t). Since the true displacements
are expected to be small, it is safe to assume that the displacement direction is
always along the direction of template normals.

As our measurements are potentially contaminated by noise, we employ a statisti-
cal framework to robustly find the most likely field of surface displacements given
the data. To achieve this purpose we model the joint posterior distribution of the
field of displacements at each time step as a Markov Random Field (MRF) which
takes the form

p(d(ui,jt, ) |nm(ui,j, t),M(t)) =

1

Z
e−(αΦ(t)+βΨ(t)+γΩ(t)+δΞ(t)) , (8.3)

whereZ is a normalization constant,Φ(t) models our measurement process, and
Ψ(t), Ω(t) andΞ(t) are prior potentials.α,β, γ andδ are weighting factors sum-
ming to1. Empirically we found that values ofα = 0.6, β = 0.1, γ = 0.2 and
δ = 0.1 produce most decent results (see also Sect. 8.5 for a discussion). The
spatio-temporal neighborhood structure of our MRF connects each surface loca-
tion to the four immediate spatially adjacent ones at the same time step (easily
found from our surface parametrization), as well as to its instantiations at the two
previous time steps.

As we are interested in the most likely solution given the current data only and not
in the full posterior, we find the most likely surface as the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) hypothesis by minimizing the negative log-likelihood of (8.3) as

d̂(ui,j, t) = argmin
d(ui,j ,t)

αΦ(t) + βΨ(t) + γΩ(t) + δΞ(t) . (8.4)
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In the following subsections, we first describe and motivate how assumptions
about noise characteristics are encoded in measurement potentials, Sect. 8.4.1, and
illustrate what prior potentials are appropriate to properly condition our solution
space, Sect. 8.4.2. Finally, we describe how to practically solve for a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) surface even in our large scenes with on average 350,000 surface
points, Sect. 8.4.3.

8.4.1 Measurement Potential

The information that captures the true shape of the fine-grained surface details is
encoded in our measured surface normal fieldnm(u, t). Our measurement po-
tential therefore aims at minimizing the angular difference∆(nm(ui, t),nr(ui, t))
between the measured normals and the normals of the displaced surface.

To properly constrain our problem, we don’t formulate the error in normal field
approximation based on individual locationsui,j (i.e. individual texels in the tex-
ture domain), but rather based on triangles obtained by regularly triangulating all
texels in the parametrization. Normals for the obtained triangles are computed by
simply averaging the normals at their three respective vertices (i.e. texels). Again,
we capitalize on the Huber functionH to obtain more reliable estimates in the
presence of noise. Our measurement potential thus takes the form

Φ(t) =
∑

D=(ua,ub,uc)∈D

H(∆(nm(D, t),nr(D, t))) , (8.5)

whereD = (ua, ub, uc) is a triangle formed by adjacent texels (surface points)
ua, ub, anduc, andD is the set of all such triangles.nr(D, t) is the normal field
according to the current deformed surface evaluated atD, andnm(D, t) is the
corresponding measured normal field. The clip thresholdk was chosen conserva-
tively in such that deviations of new and measured normals by more than90◦ are
considered outliers.

8.4.2 Prior Potentials

We make the general assumption that dynamic surfaces in the real world are
smooth in both space and time. In other words, spatially adjacent surface loca-
tions should exhibit similar displacements and the change in displacement for the
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same surface location over time should be in reasonable bounds as well. The spa-
tial smoothness constraint penalizes local deviation from an oriented plane in a
4-neighborhood around each point and is encoded in the potential

Ψ(t) =
∑

i

∑

j

H(xd(ui−1,j, t) − 2xd(ui,j, t)+

xd(ui+1,j, t))+

H(xd(ui−1,j, t) − 2xd(ui,j, t)+

xd(ui+1,j, t)) ,

(8.6)

wherexd(ui−1,j, t), xd(ui+1,j, t), xd(ui,j−1, t), andxd(ui,j+1, t) are displaced 3D
positions of surface locations adjacent toui,j. The clip thresholdk of H in this
case is chosen such that differences in local surface normal orientation of more
than30◦ are considered outliers.

Temporal smoothness is enforced by the potential

Ξ(t) =
∑

i

∑

j

(d(ui,j, t) − 2d(ui,j, t − 1)− (8.7)

d(ui,j, t − 2))2 .

This term favors a smooth rate of change of displacements over time, or putting it
differently, favors small ”acceleration” in displacement change over time.

Lastly, we make the a priori assumption that displaced surface locations should
remain close to the original smooth template shape. The latter constraint is essen-
tial as it prevents our surface from drifting arbitrarily far away from the original
template. Our second prior therefore takes the form

Ω(t) =
∑

i

∑

j

d(ui,j, t)
2 (8.8)

8.4.3 Practical Implementation

The test sequences employed by us feature parametrizations of the smooth tem-
plate of size1024 × 1024 pixels. On average this corresponds to350, 000 sur-
face locations for which a displacement needs to be found at each time step.
Please note that we compute displacements at a much higher level of granular-
ity than the vertex density of the original template which is typically only 40,000.
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Figure 8.2: Patch-based optimization. A single patch, its boundary area,
and its (blue) internal area (a). While the deformed surface is computed,
the overlapping patches are processed in a sequence as shown in (b), (c) and
(d) respectively. Only the interior patch area is preserved after displacement
computation for one patch.

Parametrizations were obtained by manually cutting the template open and unfold-
ing it over a 2D square by means of the conformal mapping technique described
in [Zayer05b].

As we are only interested in a MAP solution to the final surface, we can conve-
niently resort to a standard off-the-shelf L-BFGS-B technique [Byrd95] to mini-
mize Eq. 8.4.

To keep optimization tractable in the light of our very dense surface sampling, we
also subdivide the overall surface reconstruction problem into a series of smaller
ones. In practice, we subsequently compute displacements for individual surface
patches and successively merge information from different patches to create the
final result.

Each patch on our model corresponds to a square region of surface locations in
our parametrization domain. Furthermore, each such square region is composed
of an interior region and an exterior boundary area, Fig. 8.2. If we would sim-
ply deform individual adjacent patches we would with very high likelihood obtain
discontinuities at patch boundaries since the mutual MRF dependencies across
the rim are not properly considered. To prevent this source of error, we arrange
subsequent patches in an interleaving, half-overlapping pattern, see Fig. 8.2b,c,d
for the temporal sequence in which the patches are processed. Furthermore, after
the displacements for one complete patch were estimated, we only preserve the
displacement at the center of the patch. The boundary regions are thus only em-
ployed to initialize the optimization of any subsequent patch whose center region
overlaps with the boundary. All patches are considered equal, thus the choice
of the starting patch for our optimization is arbitrary. Overall, this interleaved
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optimization pattern produces a high quality surface estimate that preserves de-
tail while preventing erroneous discontinuities along boundaries, see Sect. 8.5 for
further discussion.

8.5 Results and Validation

To demonstrate the results of our method, we have used two captured real-world
motion sequences. The data for each sequence comprises of the moving low-detail
template, all input image data (also in texture format already), full calibration data
(cameras and lights), parametrization and warp-corrected texture coordinates. The
latter is a set of data which encodes information on cloth shifting over the body’s
surface which was detected by the method detailed in Chapter 6.

The first sequence shows a scene in which the actor wears mostly diffuse clothing
and walks back and forth in front of the cameras, Fig 8.5a,b. The RES (used for
BRDF estimation) is 30 frames long and the DSS (used for geometry capture)
comprises 184 frames. In the second sequence, the test subject wears a diffuse
t-shirt and slightly specular trousers, and performs a basic taichi motion, Fig. 7.1
and 8.5c. While the RES contains again 30 frames, the actual motion in the DSS
is 110 frames long.

As can be seen in Fig. 8.5 and Fig. 7.1, and also in the accompanying video
[C08a], our reconstructed actor model faithfully captures even subtle detail, in
particular wrinkles in clothing and folds, astrue geometry. Fig. 8.4 zooms in on
certain areas of the body model to illustrate that our MRF-based fusion method
allows for reconstruction of subtle folds whose width is in the range of a few mil-
limeters. This is a major improvement in shape quality over the original smooth
template which was lacking any such detail, Fig. 7.1b and Fig. 8.4a,e. We would
also like to point out that our final result is not only very detailed and almost free
of artifacts at individual time steps, but due to the spatio-temporal MRF frame-
work also faithful and smooth over time, see video [C08a]. The latter shows the
unprecedented ability of our method to generate spatio-temporally smooth and
detailed results even in the presence of measurement noise.

Although our visual results show qualitatively that we can measure highly-
accurate scene geometry at sub-triangulation resolution, we also want to provide a
more elaborate validation. Unfortunately, there exists no other scanning technol-
ogy that would provide us with ground truth dynamic geometry at the same level
of detail.

We therefore resort to data that was employed by Theobalt et. al [Theobalt07] for
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 8.3: In this test an RES was recorded with a person standing in a
static pose on a rotating turntable (a). Also, a scan was performed with a
structured light laser scanner in order to obtain an as good as possible ground
truth shape (b). (c) shows the normal field of the scan, where (global) normal
direction is encoded in RGB color. (d) and (e) show the result that is obtained
if we start from the smooth template fitted to the pose of the test subject,
perform photometric stereo and run our MRF-based method to obtain the
final detailed geometry. As one can see, our result captured some of the very
fine wrinkles on the body much more faithfully than even the laser scanner.
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the validation of the original surface reflectance estimation method. This data set
contains an RES in which the actor strikes a static pose on a rotating turntable. In
addition to the recording of the RES, a laser scan of the person was taken during
preprocessing. Since we were also given the pose of the template at each frame,
we were able to reconstruct the BRDF and normal map based on our method,
and could use our MRF framework to generate detailed surface shape. Since
the scan and template possess different triangulations direct vertex comparison is
infeasible. However, visual comparison of our result Fig. 8.3e and the scanned
ground truth Fig. 8.3b shows that all detail present in the original scan is also
present in the deformed template, and that the resolution at which geometry was
recovered is even higher in our result.

Typically, we reconstruct as many as 350,000 displacement values over the tem-
plate surface. Even at this detail level and when using a small patch size of16
pixels, it takes moderate5 to 6 minutes per time step of video to find the final
detailed surface. This time is in addition to the timings of acquisition, BRDF and
normal estimation. Optimal values for the parametersα, β, γ andδ were found
experimentally. To this end, we used a sequence of 3 of the reconstructed de-
tailed meshes of the sequence1 as a ground truth and used their normal fields as
measured normal fields. reconstruction errors could now be measured for a rea-
sonable sample of combinations of the coefficients. Optimal results are obtained
for α = 0.6, β = 0.1, γ = 0.2 andδ = 0.1 which were used in all our experiments.

Our method is subject to a couple of limitations. An important assumption en-
abling us to properly localize our final geometric solution in space is the one that
the template is close to the true geometry. Unfortunately, this assumption is not
entirely true for the head of the template as there may be quite some differences
to true hair style and face geometry. Simple free-form deformation performed for
the shape capture cannot compensate for this. Therefore, we exclude the head
from our reconstructions and note that this is a problem attributed to the provided
input data.

Secondly, the currently employed template limits the types of scenes that we can
handle to people wearing not too wide apparel. However, this is not a general
limitation of our own contribution as we can easily apply our method to coarse
geometry reconstructed with any other approach as well, as long as the geometry
(triangulation) is coherent over time.

The original taichi input sequence also shows some jitter in the pose of the smooth
template (slightly noticeable in the video result [C08a]), possibly due to tracking
inaccuracies. We did not take any measures to compensate for this.

Finally, in any frame where a surface point is in shadow from the light source,
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no normal direction can be reconstructed and the template normal is used instead.
In the video [C08a], this effect is sometimes noticeable when the arm casts a
shadow on the torso. However, our method handles this situation gracefully and
produces the best possible result given this hard-to-prevent occasional lack of data
in general moving scenes.

Despite these limitations we have presented one of the first approaches to recon-
struct high-quality and high detail geometry of large dynamic scenes in a purely
passive way.

8.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented one of the first passive methods to reconstruct ge-
ometry of large dynamic scenes showing moving actors at very high detail and
accuracy from video only. One of the strength of our work is that we only need
multi-view video data recorded under calibrated cameras and lighting. This allows
not only the highly detailed reconstruction but also the video data can be directly
used for video-based rendering or relighting. In contrast, active methods solely
concentrate on the reconstruction, and normally project a pattern over the scene,
which renders the video data useless for most of the other video-based modeling
tasks.

In this work, as a first step we built on our earlier work that allows for capturing of
coarse geometry, surface reflectance and dynamic normal maps. We then applied
a new MRF-based spatio-temporal surface deformation approach that converts
the geometric details encoded in the normals into true 3D displacements over the
smooth template. Our method faithfully handles typical heavy-tail measurement
noise, and is one of the first to allow for spatially accurate and temporally consis-
tent height reconstruction over curved dynamic base geometry.

Our work is not limited to any particular representation of the model. In the
next part of this thesis, we will present a passive method to reconstruct spatio-
temporally coherent arbitrary scene geometry from multi-view video data. The
reconstructed spatio-temporal mesh animation of any subject can be used for sur-
face reflectance, dynamic normal field estimation, and subsequently for recon-
structing high quality time-varying details.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 8.4: Our method can capture even subtle folds and wrinkles whose
size is in the range of a few millimeters only. Zoom-in on leg: (a) smooth
template, (b) template with texture, (c) color-coded normal field, (d) our final
result rendered in OpenGL using Gouraud shading. (e)-(h) show a similar
zoom onto the torso of the subject in the walking sequence. Also here, surface
details were faithfully recovered in geometry.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.5: Each pair of images shows, side-by-side, one original input video
frame and the full 3D surface model with all geometric detail rendered in
OpenGL from the same perspective. Sample input video frames of the mo-
tion sequences along with the corresponding detailed geometry. The direct
comparison shows that our method captures even subtle dynamic geometric
details in the actor’s clothing very accurately.
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Chapter 9

Problem Statement

This part proposes a solution to the problem of reconstructing
a structured mesh sequence from synchronized multi-view video
streams. After reviewing the related work, a method for establishing
dense correspondences between unrelated meshes is presented, which
is used to obtain a spatio-temporal coherent mesh sequence.

In the previous chapters of this thesis, we focused on reconstructing realistic hu-
man animations from multi-view video data. All of the presented methods relied
on a template human body model that was deformed and animated to capture the
true shape and motion of the human actor. Although we have demonstrated that
our animation reconstruction methods result in high quality animations, they were
nevertheless limited by the model description of the template. It can only handle
the specific scene for which the template model is available and can not handle
any arbitrary scene. Ideally, instead of using a template model, one would like
to reconstruct the time-varying shape and appearance of the arbitrary real-world
scene performers from multi-view video data directly without having to craft a
scene model beforehand. To some extent there are already quite a few methods
that can achieve this goal, Sect. 9.1.

Most of these methods provide convincing shape and appearance for each time
step of an input animation individually. However, they fall short of reconstructing
spatio-temporally coherent scene geometry for arbitrary subjects since the chal-
lenging 3D correspondence problem is not addressed. Spatio-temporal coherence
is an important and highly-desirable property in captured animations, as it greatly
facilitates or even is inevitable for many tasks such as editing, compression or
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spatio-temporal postprocessing.

We therefore propose a new spatio-temporal dense 3D correspondence finding
method that enables us to capture coherent dynamic scene geometry using stan-
dard shape-from-silhouette methods [Ahmed08b]. Our algorithm is tailored to the
characteristics of video-based reconstruction methods which often capture high
spatial detail in the input video frames, but provide relatively sparsely sampled
3D geometry with a much lower level of shape detail and with a considerable
level of noise.

In a first step, shape-from-silhouette surfaces are reconstructed for each time step
of video yielding a sequence of shapes made of triangle meshes with varying
connectivity. Thereafter, sparse 3D correspondences between subsequent pairs of
surfaces are computed by matching 3D positions of optical features that can be
accurately extracted from high-resolution input video frames, Sect. 10.3. These
sparse correspondences represent control points for anchoring appropriate bivari-
ate scalar functions on each reconstructed surface mesh, Sect. 10.4. The choice of
these functions enables us to establish dense correspondence essentially by match-
ing function values. The dense correspondences can be used to straightforwardly
align one mesh to all other reconstructions by performing a sequence of pairwise
registrations, Sect. 10.6. The output of our approach is a spatio-temporally coher-
ent animation, i.e. a sequence of meshes with constant graph structure and low
tangential distortion. Main contributions, advantages and novelties of our algo-
rithm are the following

• As an object space method it does not suffer from parametrization-induced
limitations.

• It establishes dense correspondence fields independently of the level and
structure of surface discretization which makes surface alignment straight-
forward.

• It explicitly addresses the characteristics of shape-from-silhouette-based an-
imation reconstruction. By combining both accurate image feature and
function matching, we are able to robustly match even coarsely recon-
structed surface geometry lacking coherent and dense surface details.

• In practice, robustness to topology changes.

In the following section we will review the related work in domains of surface re-
construction, mesh animation and correspondence estimation between the meshes.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 9.1: Input video frames (a), (c) and corresponding spatio-temporally
coherent meshes rendered back into same camera view (b), (d). The checker-
board texture shows the consistently small tangential surface distortion in
our reconstruction even between temporally far apart frames (e), (f).

9.1 Related Work

Technological progress in recent years has made it feasible to reconstruct shape
and appearance of dynamic scenes using video [Matsuyama04] or video plus ac-
tive sensing [Waschb̈usch07]. Multi-view video methods based on the shape-
from-silhouette [Matusik01] or stereo principle [Zitnick04] bear the intriguing
advantage that they enable reconstruction of arbitrary moving subjects. Unfor-
tunately, none of these methods is designed to reconstruct scene geometry with
coherent connectivity over time since the 3D correspondence problem is not ad-
dressed. Model-based approaches employ shape priors [de Aguiar07b, Cheung03,
Herńandez07] which limits them to certain types of scenes. The algorithm pro-
posed in this part enables coherent dynamic shape reconstruction while maintain-
ing the flexibility of shape-from-silhouette methods.

In geometry processing, the 3D correspondence problem is addressed in
parametrization and its application in (compatible) remeshing see, e.g., the sur-
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veys [Hormann07, Alliez07] where the goal is to match the connectivity of one
singleshape model to the connectivity of another one. Generally, the required
robust parametrization techniques are limited to fixed topology and are computa-
tionally involved, especially in the presence of additional constraints from given
correspondences.

The key to spatio-temporally coherent reconstruction is a robust solution to the 3D
correspondence problem. Conceptually similar to this problem, albeit in a reduced
problem domain, is the shape matching problem [Rusinkiewicz05]. One way to
solve this problem is to localize and match salient geometric features between
two shapes [Gal06]. By combining feature matching with pose transformation,
two shapes can be aligned [Huber03]. Some probabilistic alignment methods reg-
ister laser scans by finding the most probable embedding of one shape into the
other [Anguelov04]. Iterative closest point (ICP) procedures use a much sim-
pler correspondence criterion that iteratively pairs locations closest to each other
[Hähnel03]. ICP methods may easily get stuck in local minima if no decent ini-
tial registration is provided. None of the aforementioned algorithms explicitly
addresses the problem of multi-frame animation reconstruction.

Only few methods so far explicitly address the problem of reconstructing coherent
animated surfaces from real-time scanner data, such as real-time structured light
scanners [Wand07, Stoll06]. Unfortunately, in a video-based setting like ours, the
applicability of these methods is either limited by high computational complexity,
or by the requirement of high spatial and temporal sampling density which is
typically not fulfilled.

Similar to our approach is the algorithm proposed by Shinya et al. [Shinya04]
who deform a 3D model into sequences of visual hull meshes by minimizing a
deformation energy. In contrast to our algorithm, accurate optical feature infor-
mation is not exploited, and the ICP-like correspondence criterion is vulnerable to
erroneous local convergence.

Matsuyama et al. [Matsuyama04] suggest a method to deform a mesh based on
multi-view silhouettes and multi-view photo-consistencies. By optical means
only, the required dense matches are difficult to find, and therefore the strongly
constrained non-linear minimization takes several minutes computation time per
frame. In contrast, our algorithm is computationally more efficient and creates
dense correspondences despite only sparse optical matches.

Starck et al. [Starck05] also aim at establishing coherence in sequences of shape-
from-silhouette meshes. Their method establishes correspondences in a spher-
ical parametrization domain which may fail in extreme poses and may intro-
duce distortion-dependent matching inaccuracies close to singular points. In a
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recent follow-up, Starck et al. [Starck07a] apply a Markov random field to match
isometry-invariant surface descriptors based on local parametrization. This en-
ables establishing correspondence over wide time-frames, which is in fact a dif-
ferent problem. For both, [Starck05, Starck07a], numerical problems are more
involved and computational costs are orders of magnitude higher than for our
method.
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Chapter 10

Spatio-Temporally Coherent
Dynamic Surface

Reconstruction Using Dense
Correspondence

This chapter describes a dense correspondence finding method
that enables spatio-temporally coherent reconstruction of surface
animations from multi-view video. First, a method to establish
sparse correspondences between the two surfaces is presented. Using
sparse correspondences as the anchor points, dense correspondence
is established between the surfaces. This dense correspondence is
propagated from the start to the end of the sequence, in order to
obtain a spatio-temporally coherent sequence.

10.1 Overview

The input to our method is a sequence of calibrated synchronized video streams
that were recorded from multiple viewpoints around the scene and that show a
subject performing in the scene’s foreground. Our test acquisition system features
eight synchronized video cameras arranged in a circular setup and delivering 25fps
at 1004x1004 pixel frame resolution (Chapter 3).
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Background subtraction yields a foreground silhouette for each of theN captured
video frames. In a pre-processing step a polyhedral visual hull method [Franco03]
is applied to each time-step of video. In order to cure triangle degeneracies in the
input data and to produce a more uniform surface discretization, the visual hull
surfaces are resampled and the resulting point clouds are fed into a Poisson surface
reconstruction approach [Kazhdan06] (we use their implementation). This way,
a sequence of triangle meshes with varying vertex connectivity is produced that
captures the shape of the subject at each time step.

10.2 Spatio-Temporal Correspondence
Finding

In the following we describe a triangle mesh asM = (V , T ,p), whereV denotes
vertices andT their triangulation orconnectivity. Hence,(i, j, k) ∈ T denotes
a triangle, and with each vertex` ∈ V we associate positionsp` ∈ R3 defining
the surface’s embedding in 3D. We considerN time-frames and thus write a se-
quence of meshes asM(t) = (V(t), T (t),p(t)), t = 0, . . . , N − 1, whereM(t)
approximates the (ideal) surfaceS(t).

Our algorithm propagates the connectivity of meshM(0) by iteratively matching
it against reconstructed visual hull meshes. In the following, we writeM0(t)
for meshes with connectivity(V0, T0) := (V(0), T (0)) of M(0), i.e.,M0(t) =
(T (0),V(0),p(t)) and in particularM(0) = M0(0). Then given a subsequent
pair of meshesM0(t) andM(t + 1), whereM0(t) is M(0) aligned withM(t)
during a previous iteration, our algorithm proceeds as follows:

In a first step, initial coarse correspondences are obtained by matching robust
optical features between image-frames and mapping them to 3D-positions on the
surfaces, Sect. 10.3. We use SIFT [Lowe99] for this purpose, yielding a sparse
covering of the surfaces with feature points. In contrast to deformation transfer
methods [Sumner04, Zayer05a], we can’t choose ideal features, i.e. our sparse
features alone generally don’t carry enough information for direct correspondence
or deformation-based alignment, see also Sect. 10.8.

Therefore, we estimate dense correspondences in a second step, which constitutes
the core of our approach: with each feature point we associate a scalar, monotonic
function with certain interpolation properties. Requirements for such functions
will be discussed in detail in Sect. 10.4. Dense correspondences are found by
pairing surface locations with similar function values.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 10.1: Detected SIFT features in two consecutive frames (a) and (b).
Matched features are shown in (c). Obvious outliers, such as matches outside
the silhouette, are filtered out during preprocessing. Intersecting iso-contours
of harmonic functions centered on sparse correspondences (shown as colored
lines) can be used to localize surface points. For clarity, (e) zooms in on a
subregion of (d).

This way we can provide surface correspondences which are densely and faith-
fully distributed over the surface. We use these matching 3D surface points as
constraints for deforming one mesh over time without resorting to involved defor-
mation algorithms (see, e.g., [Botsch07]) that were necessary if correspondences
were sparse. The result is an animation sequence with constant connectivity.

We remark that the approach is tailored to the particular animation setting: the ac-
quisition and shape-from-silhouette reconstruction provides only moderately ac-
curate and medium resolution geometry data, possibly contaminated with noise,
but at the same time high-resolution texture information per image frame. The
individual matching steps are detailed in the following subsections.

10.3 Coarse Correspondences

In order to establish coarse correspondences we find robust optical features be-
tween adjacent frames by localizing them in the input video frames and infer-
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ring their 3D positions by means of the available reconstructed model geometry.
For localizing features we apply SIFT descriptors [Lowe99] as this technique has
a number of advantageous properties for our video setting: identified features
are largely invariant under rotation, scale and moderate change in viewpoint, and
the rich descriptors also enable wide-baseline matching. In particular the latter
property pays off in our setting as rapid scene motion may easily lead to large
image disparities between subsequent frames. In such a scenario, alternative im-
age matching approaches, such as KLT or general optical flow methods are more
likely to fail [Barron92]. Also, as opposed to geometric feature matching [Gal06]
we can maintain precision even if the reconstructions don’t exhibit salient shape
details.

We compute 2D SIFT feature locations for each input frameIc(t) at all time steps
t and all camera viewsc in a preprocessing step. On a typical sequence we obtain
between 300 and 500 features per time step (with multiple occurrences of the same
feature across cameras discarded.

When aligning two subsequent meshesM0(t) andM(t + 1), we compute 3D
feature positions at either time step by back-projection from images onto the 3D
shapes. To preserve the highest possible feature localization accuracy indepen-
dently of triangulation (from Marching Cubes after Poisson reconstruction), 3D
positions of features are computed from linear interpolation rather than nearest
vertex positions. To this end, we exploit the graphics hardware and assign to each
feature an interpolated 3D position obtained via rasterizing the 3D shape’s coor-
dinates into the same camera view.

To facilitate later computation of dense correspondences, we intermediately en-
force association of features with vertices by locally splitting each original trian-
gle containing a feature into three triangles. This is achieved by inserting a new
vertex at the interpolation point. By performing 3D localization and subdivision
for all camera views at a each time stept andt + 1, we create a set of possibly
subdivided versions of the original reconstruction meshesM′

0(t) andM′(t + 1).
Each of these meshes possesses an associated set of feature vertex indicesF(t)
andF(t + 1). Note that these meshes only serve as temporary helper structures
to gain accuracy. Local splits will be rolled back later, and are neither used in
the final output of our method nor induce any other side effects, see Sect. 10.6.
Therefore, and to keep notation simple, we will continue to refer toM0 andM.

We find correspondences between SIFT feature vertices on either mesh by looking
for pairs with similar descriptors. To this end, we compute the Euclidean distance
De(i, j) between the descriptors of all elementsi ∈ F(t) andj ∈ F(t + 1). A
correspondence(i, j) is considered plausible and hence established ifDe(i, j) is
below a certain threshold. This way, possible outliers in all correspondence sets
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10.2: (a) Vertexk (corresponding to u0) and the iso-contours inter-
secting at it. For better visibility only K = 3 contours are shown. At time
t + 1, the same iso-contours don’t intersect in a single point. Each candidate
triangle (shown in red) is intersected by two of the iso-contours. (b) A vertex
k′ from the candidate triangle set onM(t + 1) that is closest tok accord-
ing to Dh criterion is selected. (c) Finding the surface pointu′

0 within the
best-matching triangle(a′, b′, k′) (according toDh) that is adjacent tok′.

are filtered out by discarding matches with implausible 3D distances. Erroneous
matches outside the silhouette area are trivially discarded. Fig. 10.1(a-c) illustrates
SIFT features.

10.4 Finding Dense Correspondences

The basic idea for establishing dense correspondence is to infer additional val-
ues from the given sparse features and the surface, and to then carefully analyze
and compare these values over time. For this purpose we define bivariate scalar
functionshi on the surfaces, each function is associated with a particular feature
fi ∈ F , i = 0, . . . ,m. In an ideal setting we could think of these as distance
or coordinate functions: given three (feature) pointsa, b, c in the plane, any point
in the plane can be characterized by its distance to each ofa, b, c or in terms of
its barycentric coordinates w.r.t. the triangle(a, b, c). Our choice of functions
hi resembles barycentric coordinates as we requireinterpolationhi(ui) = 1 and
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hi(uj) = 0 for all i 6= j, andmonotonicityof hi with extrema at the interpolation
points, whereui ∈ R2 denotes a surface point associated withfi.

In order to be meaningful when evaluated for differentt over the time-dependent
surfaceS(t), we additionally require thathi is taken from a class of functions
which change their values only slightly under moderate surface deformations. For
this reason we chose harmonic functions which satisfy

∆S(t) hi = 0 , (10.1)

where ∆S(t) denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator. This is justified by the
isometry-invariance of the operator, i.e., for isometric deformations ofS into S ′

we have∆S = ∆S′. We assume moderate deformations ofS(t) to be largely
isometric. This property has previously been exploited to compute signatures for
shape matching and retrieval, see, e.g., [Elad03, Reuter06].

So far we assumed continuous functions. In practice,hi are piecewise linear func-
tions w.r.t. M(t), and an appropriate discretization of the differential operator
∆S(t) is required. In particular, we require independence of the triangulation, i.e.
for different meshes approximating the same shape, the discrete solutions of (10.1)
should yield the same or very similar results. We use the well-established cotan-
gent discretization which provides this linear-precision property and is symmetric
(see [Wardetzky07] for a comparison of alternative discretizations).

With functionshi computed we proceed in several steps to find dense correspon-
dence. Given a surface pointu0 ∈ S(t) that corresponds to a vertexk of M0(t),
the goal is to find a matching pointu′

0 ∈ S(t + 1) usinghi defined on the mesh
M0(t) andh′

i defined onM(t + 1). Evaluation of the harmonic functions yields
“coordinates”h(u) := [h0(u), . . . , hm(u)] andh′(u) := [h′

0(u), . . . , h′
m(u)] for

both surfaces. As contributions ofh are localized we restrict ourselves to the
K coordinate values of largest magnitude atu0, i.e., we considerhK(u0) :=
[hi1 , . . . , hiK ], i1, . . . , iK ∈ K, whereh`(u0) ≥ h`(u0) for all ` ∈ K, ` /∈ K.
In our implementation we useK = 10. We can visualize the local influence of
thehi geometrically by the analog of a planar Voronoi diagram thinking of1− hi

as distance function. Then for each element in a “Voronoi cell”, we expect signif-
icant or meaningful contribution only from functions associated with the cell and
its immediate neighbor cells. We therefore choseK conservatively, as on average
one will find 6 immediate neighbors. In an ideal setting,h(u) = h′(u), and re-
trieving u′ can be imagined as intersecting iso-contoursh′

i(·) = hi(u0), i ∈ K.
Fig. 10.1(d),(e) illustrates this concept by visualizing several iso-contours on the
surface of a visual hull mesh intersecting in a single vertex. In the presence of
moderate deformations and given discrete meshes, the equality generally does not
hold. Therefore, instead of exact intersections, we are interested in a set oftrian-
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glesE ⊂ T (t+1), which are intersected by at least one of the iso-contours passing
throughu0. These are triangles in whichu′

0 potentially resides. To put this idea
into practice, we add toE all those triangles that are intersected by the highest
number of contours with iso-valuehi(u0). This yields a (potentially) 1-to-many
match fromu0 to a set of candidate triangles, see Fig. 10.2(a). To handle possible
localization inaccuracies, in practice we buildE conservatively and also include
all candidate triangles for the vertices in a 1-ring aroundu0 which are identified
by the same procedure.

To determine the final position ofu′
0 on M(t + 1), we first identify the vertex

k′ ∈ Vt+1 that is closest tou′
0. We extract this vertexk′ from the setE by com-

puting a distance measure betweenhK(u0) andh′
K
(u′

`) for all vertices` out of
E , see Fig. 10.2(b) for illustration on a simplified setting. (Note that the setK is
determined w.r.t.h onM0.)

Through experiments we found the following measure to work very satisfactorily.
Let dK := hK(u0) − h′

K
(u′

`). We define the distanceDh(u0,u
′
`) as

Dh(u0,u
′

`) = dK (I − diag(h′K(u′

`))
3

d>

K

Let EV contain all vertices shared by triangles inE . We select that vertexk′ ∈ EV
with minimal distance, i.e.Dh(u0,u

′
k′) ≤ Dh(u0,u

′
`) for all ` 6= k′, ` ∈ EV .

The final step in findingu′
0 is to localize its position at sub-discretization accuracy

since, in general,u′
0 is an arbitrary surface point and won’t coincide with a vertex

location. To achieve this purpose, we first identify the triangle(a′, b′, k′) in the
1-ring of k′ for which the average ofDh(u0,w) (with w ∈ {ua′ ,ub′ ,uk′}) is
minimal. The best-matching surface point is expressed linearly asu′

0 = λa′ ua′ +
λb′ ub′ + λk′ uk′ . We determineu′

0 within (a′, b′, k) as

arg min
λa′ ,λb′ ,λk′

||dJ||
2 ,

wheredJ := hJ(u0) − h′
J
(u′

0) andJ ⊂ K contains the indices of the three largest
coordinate values atu0. Intuitively, we thereby placeu′

0 as close as possible to
either of the three highest-value iso-contours within the area of(a′, b′, k′), ideally
at their intersection point. Fig. 10.2(c) illustrates this last step.
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10.5 Remarks on Practical Implementation

10.5.1 Computation of Coordinate Functions

Numerically,hi can be computed for everyM(t) very efficiently by factoring a
sparse matrix and then applyingm + 1 back-substitutions. As a result we obtain
m+1 linear functionshi , i.e., for every vertexj ∈ V we havehi(uj). In practice,
we compress this data efficiently by storing only theK largest values together
with associated feature indicesIj = {i1, . . . , iK} ⊂ F . Hence, for every vertex
j we storeh`(uj), ` ∈ Ij, whereh`(uj) ≥ h`(uj), ` /∈ Ij. Consequently, we
implicitly assumeh`(uj) = 0, which is reasonable and induces only small error
as the values ofhi fall off quickly and significant contribution is localized. This
way, we never require more storage than for(K + 1)×#V values and indices for
the cost of#V K-element sorts after each solution of the Laplace equation.

10.5.2 Intersection with Iso-contours

The intersections of triangles with an iso-contourhi(u) = c can be implemented
by a local search without additional data structures: Starting from the vertex asso-
ciated with the featurefi, i.e. wherehi(ui) = 1, we apply a gradient descent (hi

is monotone) on an arbitrary triangle attached to this vertex. We keep descending
neighboring triangles until we hit a triangle that is intersected by the iso-contour.
We then iteratively traverse all neighboring triangles which are also intersected.

10.5.3 Prefiltering of SIFT Features and Adaptive Refine-
ment

Coarse correspondences identified in Sect. 10.3 may be distributed unevenly on
the surface and can therefore be redundant if concentrated in certain areas. We
can exploit this redundancy and reduce computation time by prefiltering keeping
only a well-distributed subset. To identify the active feature subset, we partition
the surface into patches with similar geodesic radius or geometric complexity. For
each resulting surface cell, we maintain only one coarse feature (colored regions
in Fig. 10.3(a)). In local sub-regions this reduction of coarse correspondences
may lead to too few adjacent “cells” to yield meaningful coordinates. There we
raise the number of coarse correspondences, thereby adaptively increase the patch
density and then proceed iteratively as described above. Fig. 10.3(b) shows that –
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(a) (b)

Figure 10.3: Feature prefiltering and refinement. (a) zoom-in onto hand re-
gion of the model at two subsequent time steps. Colored areas represent sur-
face regions. Due to sparse distribution of coarse features, the correspon-
dences (colored dots) are not correct. (b) Adaptively increasing the number
of coarse features leads to accurate correspondences.

on this particular data set – the latter greatly improves matching robustness in the
hand region of the reconstructed human.

10.6 Alignment by Deformation

One intriguing advantage of our approach is that in the ideal case the dense cor-
respondence field specifies the complete alignment ofM0(t) andM(t + 1). To
register the two meshes, we can therefore trivially move vertex locations without
having to resort to involved deformation schemes. In practice, we find it advan-
tageous to apply a fast and simple Laplacian deformation scheme rather than to
perform vertex displacements only. This setting allows for trivial enforcement of
surface smoothness during alignment hence smoothing out noise and mismatches.
We refer to the recent survey [Botsch07] and the references therein for informa-
tion on the method and its many variants. Laplacian deformation helps us to cure
local reconstruction inaccuracies which may occur in surface regions for which
feature localization was non-trivial, e.g. due to texture uniformity. Also, we take
care that no loss of volume is introduced by the latter deformation approach: in
rare cases where this becomes necessary, we force vertices ofM0(t) back onto
M(t + 1) along the shortest distance. This way we effectively deformM0(t) to
time-stept + 1, and as we iterate the whole matching process over time, we track
a single consistent mesh over the whole sequence, see Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 10.6
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10.7 Results

To demonstrate the performance of our reconstruction approach, we recorded
two real-world motion sequences in our multi-camera system. The first sequence
comprising of 105 frames shows a walking subject, Fig. 9.1(a)-(d), and the sec-
ond sequence comprising of 100 frames shows a human performing a simple
capoeira move, Fig. 10.6. As shown in these images as well as the accompany-
ing video [C08b], our method enables faithful reconstruction of spatio-temporally
coherent animations from this footage. A side-by-side comparison of the original
input sequence and the reconstructed mesh sequence shows that our method de-
livers coherent scene geometry with low tangential distortion. When texturing our
result with a fixed checkerboard, coherence and low distortion properties become
very obvious, see Fig. 9.1(e),(f). We chose this visualization as texturing with the
input video images would hide any geometric distortions.

Our algorithm is computationally more efficient than most deformation-based reg-
istration methods (see Sect. 9.1). Even if very detailed meshes comprising of
roughly 10,000 vertices are reconstructed (Fig. 10.6(a)-(d)) and almost 600 coarse
features are used, correspondences between pairs of frames can be computed in
approximately 2 minutes on a Pentium IV 3.0 GHz. Prefiltering and adaptive
refinement down to 120 coarse matches reduces alignment time to 1 minute per
frame. In the more likely and practical case that mesh complexity is around 400
vertices, two frames can be aligned in as fast as 2 seconds even without prefilter-
ing.

Even if surface triangulations are very coarse, our method produces high-quality
coherent mesh animations and the advantages of the coherent mesh representation
become even more evident. In the non-coherent version large triangulation dif-
ferences between adjacent frames, Fig. 10.6(g),(h), lead to strong temporal noise
which is practically eliminated in the coherent reconstructions, Fig. 10.6(e),(f).

10.8 Validation

In order to measure the accuracy of our algorithm we created a synthetic
ground truth video sequence by texturing a virtual human character model (skele-
ton+surface mesh) with a constant noise texture, animating the model with cap-
tured motion data, and rendering it back into 16 virtual camera views. By this
means, we obtain for each time step a ground truth 3D model with constant tri-
angulation, as well as respective image data. To compare our results against
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Figure 10.4: (a) Average vertex distance (inR3) over time. (b) Recall accuracy
(geodesic) for all vertices in complete sequence. Errors given w.r.t. ground
truth sequence in % of bounding box size (1%error ∼ 1.8 cm)

ground truth, we reconstruct visual hull meshes for all frames of the synthetic
input and align the ground truth 3D model of the first frame with all subsequent
ones. Fig. 10.4(a) shows that the average vertex distance between the ground truth
and the coherent reconstruction remains at a very low level of 1% of the bounding
box dimension over time. The plot also shows no significant error drift which
underlines the robustness of our algorithm. Fig. 10.4(b) shows recall accuracy:
for more than90% of the vertices (all time-steps) we are within1% bounding box
diagonal (<2cm) error radius.

By comparing the overlap between the coherent animations and the input silhou-
ette images, we can assess the reconstruction quality of real sequences. On aver-
age, around 2.4% of the input silhouette pixels do not overlap with the reprojec-
tion which corresponds to an almost perfect match between input and our result,
see Fig. 10.5(b). This comparison also clearly shows that dense correspondences
are indeed needed to achieve this quality level as a deformation based on coarse
features alone leads to a high residual alignment error, Fig. 10.5(a).

Our visual and quantitative results confirm effectiveness and efficiency of our
method. In the following we discuss some properties and limitations inherent
to the approach.

As we reconstruct shape from silhouette in every frame, the quality of results de-
pends on the quality of the input video data and may suffer from artifacts attributed
to the visual hull method itself. Some of the apparent phantom volumes in the re-
sults are solely due to the inability of shape-from-silhouette method to reconstruct
concavities, and they are not introduced by our correspondence method. The fo-
cus of this method is not improving per-time step shape-reconstruction itself, and
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(a) (b)

Figure 10.5: Overlap of silhouettes of input and reprojected reconstructions
in one camera view (red: non-overlapping pixels of input silhouette; green:
non-overlapping pixels of reconstruction). (a) Coarse correspondences alone
don’t lead to a satisfactory alignment. (b) Dense correspondences, however,
lead to an almost perfect alignment.

our method could be used in just the same way with more advanced reconstruction
methods that also enforce photo-consistency, such as space carving.

Comparing to related work by Starck et al. [Starck05], our approach is more flexi-
ble (handles surfaces of arbitrary genus) and more efficient [Starck] as it does not
rely on spherical parametrization, which is a non-trivial problem in its own. For
their recent follow-up paper [Starck07a], we first remark that their goal is different
in that wide time-frames are taken into account to solve a global problem. Hence,
it is natural that our local approach is much more efficient. At the same time is
accurate (they report typical errors of 5–10cm in their setting) and provides a map
for anysurface point.

Also, some video sequences show a fair amount of motion blur, and hence some
reconstruction errors appear which could be easily overcome with faster cam-
eras. Despite these unfaithful reconstructions our tests show the robustness of our
method.

Our approach does not require surface parametrization. However, it shares one
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limitation with most practical parametrization methods, namely the absence of
guarantees to obtain a valid one-to-one mapping: this means local fold-overs may
occur when triangles are mapped between surfaces [Hormann07]. In practice,
the alignment by means of Laplacian deformation smoothes out such local mis-
matches. This fact and experiments back the assumption of nearly isometric de-
formations.

From a theoretical point of view our method is not proven to handle changes of
the surface topology over time: “coordinate” functions might be locally unrelated
in this situation, hence there is no guarantee that results are meaningful in the af-
fected surface regions. Note that similar arguments are true foranymethod relying
on local isometry which is not given under topology changes. In practice however,
our method performs robustly towards typically observed topology changes (such
as arms and legs merging in the visual hulls) similarly to [Starck07a]. To illustrate
this robust handling, the video contains two synthetically generated example se-
quences (similar to the sequence used for accuracy measurement) in which arms
and legs merge with the rest of the body. Generally, our goal is spatio-temporally
coherent reconstruction, hence, topology changes should be avoided or corrected
during the initial reconstruction step.

We gave intuitive motivation for selecting suitable “coordinate” functions and ap-
plying appropriate matching of surface points. We should remark that several as-
pects of our approach are based on heuristics which are justified only empirically,
in particular the choice of distance measureDh. An alternative approach might
be based on learning techniques which compute perfectly parametrized distance
functions for training sets.

Despite these limitations we have presented a robust and efficient dense corre-
spondence finding method that enables spatio-temporally coherent animation re-
construction from multi-view video footage.

10.9 Conclusion

We presented a method to establish dense surface correspondences between origi-
nally unrelated shape-from-silhouette volumes that have been reconstructed from
multi-view video. Our approach relies on sparse robust optical features from
which dense correspondence is inferred in a discretization-independent way and
without the use of parametrization techniques. Dense correspondences serve as
mapping between surfaces to align a mesh with constant connectivity to all per-
time-step reconstructions. Our experiments confirm efficiency and robustness of
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 10.6: (a)-(d) Sample frames from a spatio-temporally coherent recon-
struction of a capoeira move. Note that the actor’s shape is faithfully recon-
structed and triangle distortions are low. Remaining geometry artifacts are
solely due to limitations of shape-from-silhouette methods. – The advantage
of our reconstruction becomes very apparent in case of coarse triangulations
(∼ 750 triangles). (e), (f) show subsequent frames from our reconstruction,
and (g),(h) the same frames from the non-coherent input. The triangulation
in the former models remains very consistent while in the latter case the tri-
angulation dramatically changes even from one time step to the next.

our approach, even in the presence of topology changes. As results we recon-
struct animations from video as a deforming mesh with constant structure and low
tangential distortion. This kind of input is required by subsequent higher-level
processing tasks, such as analysis, compression, reconstruction improvement, etc.

Our method allows us to reconstruct spatio-temporally coherent geometry of ar-
bitrary scenes directly from multi-view video data. Earlier in this thesis, we pre-
sented solutions to different problems that made use of the template mesh for
capturing the shape and motion of the human actor. In order for those methods
to work correctly with different subject, e.g. animals, the availability of the cor-
rect template geometry was necessary. We can completely replace the template
geometry along with shape and motion capture with our method, which provides
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spatio-temporally coherent dynamic geometry of arbitrary scenes. This allows us
to apply variety of video-based rendering, relighting or modeling algorithms over
a wide range of multi-view video sequences, even if no template is available. It
should be noted that a template model would not suffer by the limitations induced
by the geometry reconstruction methods, e.g. concavities, low level of detail etc.
On the other hand, our method allows a higher degree of flexibility in comparison
to using a template model at the cost of the lower overall accuracy.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we presented algorithmic solutions for a number of problems that
arise in the reconstruction of high quality animation of humans from multi-view
video data. Although the solution to each problem has been treated individually,
they could also be combined to constitute a complete animation pipeline for acqui-
sition, reconstruction and rendering of high quality virtual actors from multi-view
video data. Even though the focus of the methods is reconstructing animation of
real-world human actors, their fundamental principals can be applied to a larger
class of real-world scenes.

In part I of this thesis, we described the fundamental components that are com-
monly used in all the algorithmic solutions described in the thesis. We described
how to model the shape, appearance and kinematics of a human. We also de-
scribed methods to animate the digitized human body model using both the kine-
matic skeleton and deformation. Either of the two animation techniques has
been used throughout the solutions. In Chapter 3 we described our multi-view
video studio, which is used to acquire high quality synchronized multi-view video
streams under calibrated cameras and lighting. The acquired multi-view video
streams are used in all of the presented algorithmic solutions.

In part II of this thesis we presented an automatic model-based approach to gen-
erate a personalized avatar from multi-view video streams showing a moving per-
son. This solution is tailored for a specific scenario where the complexity of the
model is limited by the available resources. We create high quality personal-
ized human avatars with simplest of model descriptions. The avatar’s geometry
is generated by shape adapting a template human body model. Its surface tex-
ture is assembled from multi-view video frames showing arbitrary different body
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poses. The generated static texture can be used to render the complete human
animation with just a single texture. Personalized human avatars allow for the
photo-realistic rendition of real-world humans with a minimal model description.
We demonstrated that they can be easily incorporated in virtual environments.

In part III of this thesis, we described methods that allow us to reconstruct high
quality relightable free-viewpoint video from multi-view video data. We extended
the earlier work in the area of dynamic surface reflectance estimation. First, we
first described a method to improve spatio-temporal registration of the dynamic
texture. The new method detects and compensates the shifting of the apparel over
the body’s surface of the actor. Exact texture registration is one of the main re-
quirement for the accurate estimation of surface reflectance. Our second contribu-
tion was a spatio-temporal reflectance sharing method that reduces the bias in the
estimated dynamic reflectance. This method assures that the estimated reflectance
properties are not biased towards the recording environment. We validated our
methods both visually and quantitatively.

In part IV of this thesis, we presented one of the first passive methods to recon-
struct geometry of large dynamic scenes showing moving actors at unprecedented
detail and accuracy from video only. Methods presented earlier in the thesis, used
models that did not have embedded high resolution dynamic shape details. For re-
lightable free-viewpoint video, we measured dynamic surface normal field param-
eterized over the smooth template. This was sufficient for rendering relightable
free-viewpoint video from many angles apart from grazing ones, which require the
details in the geometry. Also, the conversion of potentially noise-contaminated
normal field parameterized over an arbitrarily shaped smooth surface into highly-
detailed time-varying scene geometry, is a difficult problem in itself. We make use
of the previous work in relightable free-viewpoint video, and improve the origi-
nal reflectance estimation and normal estimation approach by employing robust
statistics to handle sensor noise faithfully. Later, we applied a new MRF-based
spatio-temporal surface deformation approach that converts the geometric details
encoded in the normals into true dynamic 3D displacements.

Adding time-varying details to the geometry results in very high quality anima-
tions. Moreover, our method is completely passive and does not require any addi-
tional information other than multi-view video streams recorded under calibrated
light sources. Our method can reconstruct subtle dynamic geometry details, such
as wrinkles and folds in clothing. Our spatio-temporal reconstruction method
outputs displaced geometry that is accurate at each time step of the video and
temporally smooth, even if the input data are affected by noise.

In part V of this thesis, we described a method to establish dense surface corre-
spondences between originally unrelated shape-from-silhouette volumes that have
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been reconstructed from multi-view video. The method uses sparse robust features
that are used as the anchor points from which the dense correspondence is estab-
lished. Dense correspondences are not only discretization-independent but also
do not use any parameterization technique. This assures that the method does not
suffer from any parameterization induced limitations, e.g. points at singularities.
The method establishes dense correspondence between two volumes that are re-
constructed from adjacent frames of the video. Dense correspondences allow triv-
ial deformation of one volume to the other. Starting from the first two frames, the
dense correspondences are propagated over the whole sequences, with the start-
ing volume being deformed at each time steps. This results in a spatio-temporally
coherent animation as a deforming mesh with low tangential distortion.

Spatio-temporally coherent scene geometry is an important and highly required
property in captured animations. The output from our method can be directly
used in the solutions presented earlier in this thesis. All the earlier method used
a template model for capturing the shape and tracking the motion of the human
actor. Thus the availability of the template and its accuracy was one of the limi-
tations in all of the methods. Spatio-temporally coherent geometry of arbitrary
scenes removes the template induced limitations and allows direct application
of the video-based algorithms over multi-view video data. Additionally, spatio-
temporal coherence is an explicit requirement for some tasks, such as surface
reflectance estimation, compression, motion analysis, editing, reconstruction im-
provements, etc. Our proposed method is not only very efficient but is also very
robust even in the presence of topology changes. Even though we have only used
the recordings of human actors for our experiments, the method can be applied on
any subject as long as the high spatial details in the input video are present.

The methods presented in the thesis demonstrate that it is now possible to pas-
sively reconstruct high quality 3D animation from multi-view video data. We
would like to note that the arrival of high quality and high accuracy acquisition
equipments have also played a part in the development of these methods. We
can envision that in the future, with even higher resolution and accuracy video
acquisition, the reconstructions quality or at least the final renditions should be
even better. The methods presented in this thesis represent some early steps in the
direction of high quality 3D animation reconstruction from video. They confirm
that this goal is not only achievable but can already be put into practice with their
use.
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